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COMMUNITY RELATIONS


The information in this directory is based on replies to questionnaires circulated by the editors. Inclusion does not necessarily imply approval of the organizations by the publishers; nor can they assume responsibility for the accuracy of the data.

295
the world; to advance the cause of human rights for people of all races, creeds, and nationalities; to interpret the position of Israel to the American public; and to help American Jews maintain and enrich their Jewish identity and, at the same time, achieve full integration in American life; includes Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Center for Human Relations, William E. Wiener Oral History Library, Leonard and Rose Sperry International Center for the Resolution of Group Conflict.

AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK (with Jewish Publication Society of America); Commentary; Present Tense; What's Doing at the Committee.

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS (1918). Stephen Wise Congress House, 15 E. 84 St., N.Y.C., 10028. (212)879-4500. Pres. Howard M. Squadron; Exec. Dir. Henry Siegman. Works to foster the creative religious and cultural survival of the Jewish people; to help Israel develop in peace, freedom, and security; to eliminate all forms of racial and religious bigotry; to advance civil rights, protect civil liberties, defend religious freedom, and safeguard the separation of church and state. Congress Monthly; Judaism.


ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS WORKERS (1950). 823 UN Plaza, N.Y.C., 10017. (212)490-2525. Pres. Harold L. Alder. Aims to stimulate higher standards of professional practice in Jewish community relations; encourages research and training toward that end; conducts educational programs and seminars; aims to encourage cooperation between community relations workers and those working in other areas of Jewish communal service.


COMMISSION ON SOCIAL ACTION OF REFORM JUDAISM (1953) (under the auspices of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Chmn. Alex Ross; Dir. Albert Vorspan; Assoc. Dir. David Saperstein. Develops materials to assist Reform synagogues in setting up social-action programs relating the principles of Judaism to contemporary social problems; assists congregations in studying the moral and religious implications in social issues such as civil rights, civil liberties, church-state relations; guides congregational social-action committees. Issues of Conscience; Newsletter.


Co-Chmn. Jules Braunschvig (Alliance Israélite Universelle), Harry Batshaw (Canadian Friends of Alliance Israélite Universelle), Basil Bard; V. Chmn. Marcel Franco (American Friends of Alliance Israélite Universelle); Sec.-Gen. Moses Moskowitz. A nongovernmental organization in consultative status with the UN, UNESCO, International Labor Organization, UNICEF, and the Council of Europe; cooperates and consults with, advises and renders assistance to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations on all problems relating to human rights and economic, social, cultural, educational, and related matters pertaining to Jews.

COORDINATING BOARD OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS (1947). 1640 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. (202)857-6545. Pres. Jack J. Spitzer (B'nai B'rith), Greville Janner (Board of Deputies of British Jews), David K. Mann (South African Jewish Board of Deputies); Exec. V. Pres. Daniel Thursz (U.S.). As an organization in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, represents the three constituents (B'nai B'rith, the Board of Deputies of British Jews, and the South African Jewish Board of Deputies) in the appropriate United Nations bodies for the purpose of promoting human rights, with special attention to combatting persecution or discrimination on grounds of race, religion, or origin.


INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH POLICY PLANNING AND RESEARCH (see Synagogue Council of America, p. 314).


JEWISH LABOR COMMITTEE (1934). Atran Center for Jewish Culture, 25 E. 78 St., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)535-3700. Pres. Donald Slaiman; Exec. Dir. Emanuel Muravchik. Serves as a link between the Jewish community and the trade union movement; works with the AFL-CIO and others to combat all forms of racial and religious discrimination in the United States and abroad; furthers labor support for Israel's security and Soviet Jewry, and Jewish communal support for labor's social and economic programs; supports Yiddish cultural institutions. JLC News.


rights, and full justice for all; to cooperate with and support existing educational institutions and establish new ones; to foster the education of ex-servicemen, ex-service-women, and members in the ideals and principles of Americanism. Jewish Veteran.


National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council (1944). 55 West 42 St., N.Y.C., 10036. (212)564-3450. Chmn. Bennett Yanowitz; Exec. V. Chmn. Albert D. Chernin; Sec. Raymond Epstein. Consultative, advisory, and coordinating council of 11 national Jewish organizations and 108 local Jewish councils that seeks cooperatively the promotion of understanding of Israel and the Middle East; freedom for Jews in the Soviet Union; equal status and opportunity for all groups, including Jews, with full expression of distinctive group values and full participation in the general society. Through the processes of the Council, its constituent organizations seek agreement on policies, strategies, and programs for most effective utilization of their collective resources for common ends. Guide to Program Planning for Jewish Community Relations.

North American Jewish Youth Council (1965). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)751-6070. Chmn. Craig Wasserman; Exec. Dir. Donald Adelman. Provides a framework for coordination and exchange of programs and information among national Jewish youth organizations to help them deepen the concern of American Jewish youth for world Jewry; represents Jewish youth in the Conference of Presidents, United States Youth Council, etc.


Singer. Seeks to intensify bonds of world Jewry with Israel as central force in Jewish life; to strengthen solidarity among Jews everywhere and secure their rights, status, and interests as individuals and communities; to encourage development of Jewish social, religious, and cultural life throughout the world and coordinate efforts by Jewish communities and organizations to cope with any Jewish problem; to work for human rights generally. Represents its affiliated organizations—most representative bodies of Jewish communities in more than 65 countries and 21 national organizations in Amer. section—at UN, OAS, UNESCO, Council of Europe, ILO, UNICEF and other governmental, intergovernmental, and international authorities. Publications (including those by Institute of Jewish Affairs, London): Christian Attitudes on Jews and Judaism; Compendium of Current Jewish Research; Folk, Velt un Medinah; Gesher; Jewish Journal of Sociology; Patterns of Prejudice; Soviet Jewish Affairs.

CULTURAL


AMERICAN HISTADRUT CULTURAL EXCHANGE INSTITUTE (1962). 33 E. 67 St., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)628-1000. Nat. Chmn. Herbert Levine; Coordinator, Karen Chaikin. Serves as a vehicle for promoting better understanding of the efforts to create in Israel a society based on social justice. Provides a forum for the joint exploration of the urgent social problems of our times by American and Israeli labor, academic and community leaders. Publishes pamphlets and books on various Israeli and Middle East topics.

AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY (1892). 2 Thornton Rd., Waltham, Mass., 02154. (617)891-8110. Pres. Saul Viener; Dir. Bernard Wax. Collects, catalogues, publishes and displays material on the history of the Jews in America; serves as an information center for inquiries on American Jewish history; maintains archives of original source material on American Jewish history; sponsors lectures and exhibitions; makes available historic Yiddish films and audio-visual material. American Jewish History; Newsletter.


ASSOCIATED AMERICAN JEWISH MUSEUMS, INC. (1971). 303 LeRoi Road, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15208. Pres. Walter Jacob; V. Pres. William Rosenthal; Sec. Robert H. Lehman; Treas. Jason Z. Edelstein. Maintains regional collections of Jewish art, historical and ritual objects, as well as a central catalogue of such objects in the collections of Jewish museums throughout the U.S.; helps Jewish museums acquire, identify and classify objects; arranges exchanges of collections, exhibits, and individual objects among Jewish museums; encourages the creation of Jewish art, ceremonial and ritual objects.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF JEWRY (1971). (201)932-7720.

**ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LIBRARIES (1966).** c/o National Foundation for Jewish Culture, 408 Chanin Bldg., 122 E. 42 St., N.Y.C., 10017. (212)490-2280. Pres. Harvey P. Horowitz; Sec. Edith Degani. Seeks to promote and improve services and professional standards in Jewish libraries; serves as a center for the dissemination of Jewish library information and guidance; promotes publication of literature in the field; encourages the establishment of Jewish libraries and collections of Judaica and the choice of Jewish librarianship as a vocation. *AJL Bulletin; Proceedings.*

**ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH PUBLISHERS (1962).** 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. Pres. Jacob Steinberg. As a nonprofit group, provides a forum for discussion of mutual problems by publishers, authors, and other individuals and institutions concerned with books of Jewish interest.


**CONGRESS FOR JEWISH CULTURE, INC.** (1948). 25 E. 78 St., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)879-2232. Pres. Joseph Landis; Exec. Dir. Hyman B. Bass. Seeks to centralize and promote Jewish culture and cultural activities throughout the world, and to unify fund-raising for these activities. *Bulletin fun Kultur Kongres; Zukunft; Leksikon fun der Nayer Yiddisher Literature; Pinkas far der Forshung fun der Yiddisher Literatur un Presse; World of Yiddish.*

**HEBREW ARTS SCHOOL FOR MUSIC AND DANCE** (1952). 129 W. 67 St., N.Y.C., 10023. (212)362-8060. Bd. Chmn. Abraham Goodman; Pres. Philip Esterman; Dir. Tzipora H. Jochsberger; Sec. Benjamin W. Mehlman. Chartered by the Board of Regents, University of the State of New York. Provides children with training in music, dance, and art, combining instruction in Western culture with the cultural heritage of the Jewish people; adult division offers instrumental, vocal, dance, and art classes, music workshops for teachers, ensemble workshops, and classes of special interest covering many areas of music-making, dance, and art; has Jewish Music Teacher Training Institute, a part-time program for professional musicians or music majors; sponsors Hebrew Arts Chamber Players, Hebrew Arts String Quartet, Quadro Barocco, Jewish Young People's concerts in schools, and other concert series.


**HISTADRUTH IVRITH OF AMERICA** (1916; reorg. 1922). 1841 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10023. (212)581-5151. Pres. David Mirsky; Exec. Dir. Shlomo Shamir. Emphasizes the primacy of Hebrew in Jewish life, culture, and education; aims to disseminate knowledge of written and spoken Hebrew in the Diaspora, thus building a
cultural bridge between the State of Israel and Jewish communities throughout the world. Hadoar; Lamishpaha.


JUDAH L. MAGNES MEMORIAL MUSEUM—JEWISH MUSEUM OF THE WEST (1962). 2911 Russell St., Berkeley, Calif., 94705. (415)849-2710. Pres. Marvin Weinreb; V. Pres. Harry Blumenthal; Dir. Seymour Fromer. Serves both as museum and library, combining historical and literary materials illustrating Jewish life in the Bay Area, the Western states, and around the world; provides archives of world Jewish history and Jewish art; repository of historical documents intended for scholarly use; changing exhibits; facilities open to the general public.

LEO BAECk INSTITUTE, INC. (1955). 129 E. 73 St., N.Y.C., 10021. Pres. Max Gruenewald; Sec. Fred Grubel (212)744-6400. Engages in historical research, the presentation and publication of the history of German-speaking Jewry, and in the collection of books, manuscripts and documents in this field; publishes monographs. LBI Bulletin; LBI News; LBI Year Book; LBI Library and Archives News.


NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR JEWISH CULTURE (1960). 1512 Chanin Bldg., 122 E. 42 St., N.Y.C., 10017. (212)490-2280. Pres. Amos Comay; Exec. Dir. Harry I. Barron. Provides consultation, guidance, and support to Jewish communities, organizations, educational and other institutions, and
individuals for activities in the field of Jewish culture; awards fellowships and other grants to students preparing for careers in Jewish scholarship and to established scholars; makes awards for creative efforts in Jewish cultural arts and for Jewish programming in small and intermediate communities; encourages teaching of Jewish studies in colleges and universities; serves as clearinghouse of information on American Jewish culture; administers Joint Cultural Appeal among local Jewish welfare funds in behalf of nine national cultural organizations, and administers Council for Archives and Research Libraries in Jewish Studies. Jewish Cultural News.

NATIONAL HEBREW CULTURE COUNCIL (1952). 1776 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10019. (212)247-0741. Pres. Frances K. Thau; Exec. Dir. Judah Lapson. Cultivates the study of Hebrew as a modern language in American public high schools and colleges, providing guidance to community groups and public educational authorities; annually administers National Voluntary Examination in Hebrew Culture and Knowledge of Israel in the public high schools, and conducts summer seminar and tour of Israel for teachers and other educational personnel of the public school system, in cooperation with Hebrew University and WZO. Hebrew in Colleges and Universities.

RESEARCH FOUNDATION FOR JEWISH IMMIGRATION, INC. (1971). 570 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C., 10018. (212)921-3870. Pres. Curt C. Silberman; Sec. Herbert A. Strauss. Studies and records the history of the migration and acculturation of Jewish Nazi persecutees in the various resettlement countries; is in process of preparing worldwide biographical handbook of outstanding emigrés, in partnership with the Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany.


YESHIVA UNIVERSITY MUSEUM (1973). 2520 Amsterdam Ave., N.Y.C., 10033. (212)960-5390. Dir. Sylvia A. Hershkowitz. Collects, preserves, interprets, and displays ceremonial objects, rare books and scrolls, models, paintings, and other works of art expressing the Jewish religious experience historically, to the present.


YIVO INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH RESEARCH, INC. (1925). 1048 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10028. (212)535-6700. Chmn. Morris Laub. Engages in Jewish social and humanistic research; maintains library and archives of material pertaining to Jewish life; serves as information center for organizations, local institutions, information media, and individual scholars and laymen; publishes books. Yedies fun Yivo—News of the Yivo; Yidishe Shprakh; Yivo Annual of Jewish Social Science; Yivo Bleter.


OVERSEAS AID


**AMERICAN ORT FEDERATION, INC.—ORGANIZATION FOR REHABILITATION THROUGH TRAINING (1924).** 817 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10003. (212)677-4400. Pres. Sidney E. Leiwant; Exec. Dir. Paul Bernick. Teaches vocational skills in 24 countries around the world, particularly in Israel, to over 100,000 persons annually, with the largest program of 60,000 trainees in Israel. The teaching staff numbers about 3,400. Annual cost of program is about $80 million. ORT Bulletin; ORT Yearbook.


**WOMEN'S AMERICAN ORT (1927).** 1250 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10001. (212)594-8500. Pres. Beverly Minkoff; Exec. V. Pres. Nathan Gould. Represents and advances the program and philosophy of ORT among the women of the American Jewish community through membership and educational activities; supports materially the vocational training operations of World ORT; contributes to the American Jewish community through participation in its authorized campaigns and through general education to help raise the level of Jewish consciousness among American Jewish women; through its American Affairs program, cooperates in efforts to improve quality of education and vocational training in U.S. Facts and Findings; Highlights; Insights; The Merchandiser; Women's American ORT Reporter.


Responsible for premigration planning, visa documentation, consular representation and intervention, transportation, reception, initial adjustment and reunion of families; carries on adjustment of status and naturalization programs; provides protective service for aliens and naturalized citizens; works in the United States through local community agencies for the integration of immigrants; conducts a planned program of resettlement for Jewish immigrants in Latin America; has worldwide location service to assist in locating missing friends and relatives; conducts educational campaigns on opportunities for migration and resettlement, with particular emphasis on family reunion. 

F.Y.I.; HIAS Annual Report; HIAS Bulletin; Statistical Abstract.


JEWISH RESTITUTION SUCCESSOR ORGANIZATION (1948). 15-19 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)679-4074. Pres. Maurice M. Bookstein; Sec. Saul Kagan. Acts to discover, claim, receive, and assist in the recovery of Jewish heirless or unclaimed property; to utilize such assets or to provide for their utilization for the relief, rehabilitation, and resettlement of surviving victims of Nazi persecution.


FACULTY ADVISORY CABINET (1975). 1290 Ave. of the Americas. (212)757-1500. Chmn. Michael Walzer; Dir. Melvin L. Libman. To promote faculty leadership support for local and national UJA campaigns through educational and personal commitment; to make use of faculty resources and expertise on behalf of UJA and Israel.

RABBINIC CABINET (1972). 1290 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y.C., 10019. (212)757-1500. Chmn. Haskell M. Bernat; Dir. Melvin L. Libman. To promote rabbinic leadership support for local and national UJA campaigns through education and personal commitment; to make use of rabbinic resources on behalf of UJA and Israel.


bone injuries, soup kitchen. Annual Journal; Newsletter.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL


GIRLS' DIVISION—BNOS AGUDATH ISRAEL (1921). 5 Beekman St., N.Y.C., 10038 (212)964-1620. Nat. Coordinator Shanie Meyer. Educates Jewish girls to the historic nature of the Jewish people; encourages greater devotion to and understanding of the Torah. Kol Bnos.


YOUTH DIVISION—ZEIREI AGUDATH ISRAEL (1921). 5 Beekman St., N.Y.C., 10038. (212)964-1620. Pres. Joseph Ashkenazi; Exec. Dir. David Pitterman. Educates Jewish youth to realize the historic nature of the Jewish people as the people of the Torah and to seek solutions to all the problems of the Jewish people in Israel in the spirit of the Torah. The Zeirei Forum; Am Hatorah, Daf Chizuk, Yom Tov Publications.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH EDUCATION (1939). 114 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)675-5656. Pres. Arthur Brody; Dir. Shimon Frost. Coordinates, promotes, and services Jewish education nationally through 18 constituent national organizations and 51 affiliated bureaus of Jewish education; conducts and administers exchange program for Israeli teachers; offers fellowships in Jewish educational leadership; sponsors and supports the National Curriculum Research Institute, including the Dept. of Methods & Materials, the National Board of License, and the Commission on Teaching About Israel. Engages in statistical and other educational research; provides community consultations; conducts community studies. Information; Research Bulletins; Jewish Education News; Jewish Education Directory; Pedagogic Reporter; Curriculum Newsletter; Roundup: Safra.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RABBIS. 1670 Cleveland Road, Wooster, Ohio, 44691. (216)262-3516. Pres. Gideon M. Goldenholz. An organization of duly ordained Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform rabbis. Dedicated to preserving Judaism in its highest traditions. Provides placement services, a Beth Din, and a forum for rabbinical information and fraternity.


ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CHAPLAINS OF THE ARMED FORCES (1946). 15 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)532-4949. Pres. Joseph I. Weiss; Sec. Norman Twersky. An organization of former and current chaplains of the armed forces of the U.S. which seeks to enhance the religious program of Jewish chaplains in the armed forces of the
U.S. and in Veterans Administration hospitals.

ASSOCIATION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH SCIENTISTS (1947). 116 E. 27 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)889-1364. Pres. Reuben Rudman; Bd. Chmn. Herbert Goldstein. Seeks to contribute to the development of science within the framework of Orthodox Jewish tradition; to obtain and disseminate information relating to the interaction between the Jewish traditional way of life and scientific developments—on both an ideological and practical level; to assist in the solution of problems pertaining to Orthodox Jews engaged in scientific teaching or research. Intercom; Proceedings.

BETH MEDROSH ELYON (ACADEMY OF HIGHER LEARNING AND RESEARCH) (1943). 73 Main St., Monsey, N.Y., 10952. V. Pres. Ira Miller; Chmn. of Bd. Arthur Sternfield. Provides postgraduate courses and research work in higher Jewish studies; offers scholarships and fellowships. Annual Journal.


B'NAI B'RITH YOUTH ORGANIZATION (1924). 1640 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. (202)857-6600. Chmn. Youth Com. Horace Stern; Internat. Dir. Sidney Clearfield. To help Jewish teenagers achieve self-fulfillment and to make a maximum contribution to the Jewish community and their country's culture; to help the members acquire a greater knowledge and appreciation of Jewish religion and culture. BBYO Advisor; Monday Morning; Shofar.

BRANDEIS-BARDIN INSTITUTE (1941). 1101 Peppertree Lane, Simi Valley, Calif., 93064. (805)526-1131. Dir. Dennis Prager; Pres. Ira Weiner. Maintains Brandeis Camp Institute (BCI) for college students as a leadership training institute; Camp Alonim for children 8–16; Forum on Contemporary Values; and House of the Book Association weekend institutes for married adults, in an effort to instill an appreciation of Jewish cultural and spiritual heritage and to create a desire for active participation in the American Jewish community. Brandeis-Bardin News.


CENTRAL YESHIVA BETH JOSEPH RABBI-NICAL SEMINARY (in Europe 1891; in U.S. 1941). 1427 49 St., Brooklyn, N.Y., 11219. Pres. and Dean Jacob Jofen. Maintains a school for teaching Orthodox rabbis and teachers, and promoting the cause of higher Torah learning.

CLEVELAND COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES (1964). 26500 Shaker Blvd., Beachwood, Ohio, 44122. (216)464-4050. Dir. Meir Ben-Horin; Bd. Chmn. Maurice Terkel; V. Chmn. Eli Reshotko. Trains Hebrew and religious-school teachers; serves as the department of Hebraic and Judaic studies for Cleveland-area colleges and universities; offers intensive Ulpan and Judaic studies for community; serves as Jewish information center through its library; grants teachers diplomas and degrees of Bachelor of Hebrew Literature, Bachelor of Judaic Studies, Bachelor of Religious Education, Master of Science in Religious Education, and Master of Hebrew Literature, Hebrew Studies.
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(215)229-1566. Pres. Joseph Rappaport; Sec. Joseph B. Saltz. The only nonsectarian and nontheological graduate institution in America completely dedicated to Hebrew, Biblical, and Middle Eastern studies; offers graduate programs in these areas. Course study includes the cultures and languages of Arabic, Aramaic, Ugaritic, Akkadian, and ancient Egyptian peoples; offers Ph.D. degree. Jewish Quarterly Review.


GRATZ COLLEGE (1895). 10 St. and Tabor Rd., Philadelphia, Pa., 19141. Chmn. Bd. of Overseers Daniel C. Cohen; Pres. Daniel Isaacman; Dean Saul P. Wachs. Prepares teachers for Jewish schools and teachers of Hebrew for public high schools; grants Master of Hebrew Literature, Bachelor of Hebrew Literature and Bachelor of Arts in Jewish Studies degrees; is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the Association of Hebrew Colleges; provides studies in Judaica and Hebraica, maintains a Hebrew high school, two college preparatory departments for cadet teachers, and a school of observation and practice; provides Jewish studies for adults; community-service division (central agency for Jewish education) coordinates Jewish education in the city and provides consultation services to Jewish schools of all leanings. Alumni Newspaper; College Bulletin; DCS Bulletin; Gratz Chats; GC Annual of Jewish Studies; 75th Anniversary Volume; Kinnereth; Telem Yearbook; What's New.

HEBREW COLLEGE (1921). 43 Hawes St., Brookline, Mass., 02146. (617)232-8710. Pres. Eli Grad; Assoc. Dean Michael Libenson. Provides intensive programs of study in all areas of Jewish culture from the high-school through college and graduate-school levels, also at branch in Hartford; maintains ongoing programs with most major local universities; offers the degrees of Bachelor and Master of Hebrew Literature, and Bachelor and Master of Jewish Education, with teaching certification; trains men and women to teach, conduct and supervise Jewish schools; offers extensive Ulpan program; offers courses designed to deepen the community's awareness of the Jewish heritage. Hebrew College Bulletin.


HEBREW UNION COLLEGE—JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION (1875). 3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 45220. (513)221-1875; Pres. Alfred Gottschalk; Exec. V. Pres. Uri D. Herscher. Chmn. Bd. of Govs. Jules Backman. Academic centers: 3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 45220 (1875), Eugene Mihaly, Exec. Dean; One W. 4 St., N.Y.C., 10012 (1922), Paul M. Steinberg, Dean; 3077 University Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 90007 (1954), Uri D. Herscher, Chief Adm. Officer; 13 King David St., Jerusalem, Israel (1963), Ezra Spicehandler, Dean. Prepares students for rabbinate, cantorate, religious-school teaching and administration, community service, academic careers; promotes Jewish studies; maintains libraries and a museum; offers bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees; engages in archaeological excavations; publishes scholarly works through Hebrew Union College Press. American Jewish Archives; Bibliographica Judaica; HUC—JIR Catalogue; Hebrew Union College Annual; Studies in Bibliography and Booklore; The Chronicle.


JEROME H. LOUCHHEIM SCHOOL OF JUDAIC STUDIES (1969). Los Angeles. Acting Dir. Frida Kerner Furman. Offers programs leading to M.A., B.S., B.A. and Associate in Arts degrees; offers courses as part of the undergraduate program of the University of Southern California.

EDGAR F. MAGNIN SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES (1956). Los Angeles. Dir. Stanley Chyet. Offers programs leading to Ph.D., D.H.S., and M.A. degrees; offers program for rabbinic graduates of the college leading to the D.H.L. degree; participates in cooperative doctoral programs with the University of Southern California.

NELSON GLUECK SCHOOL OF BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY (1963). Jerusalem. Dir. Avraham Biran. Offers graduate-level programs in Bible, archaeology, and Judaica. Summer excavations are carried out by scholars and students. University credit may be earned by participants in excavations. Consortium of colleges, universities and seminaries is affiliated with the school.


SCHOOL OF EDUCATION (1947). 1 W. 4 St., N.Y.C., 10012. (212)873-0200. Pres. Alfred Gottschalk; Dean Paul M. Steinberg. Trains and certifies teachers and principals for Reform religious schools; offers M.A. degree with specialization in religious education; offers extension programs in various suburban centers.


SCHOOL OF JEWISH COMMUNAL SERVICE (1968). 3077 University Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 90007. Dir. Gerald B. Bubis. Offers certificate and master's degree to those employed in Jewish communal services, or preparing for such work; offers joint M.A. in Jewish education and communal service with Rhea Hirsch School; offers M.A. and M.S.W. in conjunction with the University of Southern California School of Social Work and with the George Warren Brown School of Social Work of Washington University.

SCHOOL OF JEWISH STUDIES (1963). Jerusalem. Dean Ezra Spicehandler. Offers M.A. program leading to ordination for Israeli students; offers an academic, work-study year for undergraduate students from American colleges and universities; offers a one-year program in cooperation with Hebrew University for advanced students, and a one-year program for all first-year rabbinic students of the college and for master's degree candidates of the Rhea Hirsch School of Education.


SKIRBALL MUSEUM (1913; 1972 in Calif.). 3077 University Mall, Los Angeles, Calif., 90007. Dir. Nancy Berman. Collects, preserves, researches and exhibits art and artifacts made by or for Jews, or otherwise associated with Jews and Judaism. Provides opportunity to faculty and students to do research in the field of Jewish art.

HERZLIAH-JEWISH TEACHERS SEMINARY (1967). 69 Bank St., N.Y.C., 10014. Pres. Eli Goldstein; Exec. Dir. Aviva Barzel; V. Pres. for Academic Affairs Meir Ben-Horin. Offers undergraduate and graduate programs in Jewish studies; continuing education courses for teachers in Hebrew and Yiddish schools; academic and professional programs in major disciplines of Judaism, historic and contemporary, with emphasis on Hebrew language and literature; Yiddish language and literature, Jewish education, history, philosophy, and sociology.

GRADUATE DIVISION (1965). Dean Meir Ben-Horin. Offers programs leading to degree of Doctor of Jewish Literature in Hebrew language and literature, Yiddish language and literature, Jewish education, history, philosophy, and sociology. Admits men and women who have bachelor's degree and background in Hebrew, Yiddish,
and Jewish studies. Annual Horace M. Kallen lecture by major Jewish scholars.

Herzliah Hebrew Teachers Institute, Inc. (1921). V. Pres. for Academic Affairs Meir Ben-Horin. Offers four-year, college-level programs in Hebrew and Jewish subjects, nationally recognized Hebrew teachers diploma, preparatory courses, and Yiddish courses.

Jewish Teachers Seminary and People's University, Inc. (1918). V. Pres. for Academic Affairs Meir Ben-Horin. Offers four-year, college-level programs leading to Yiddish teachers diploma and Bachelor of Jewish Literature; offers preparatory courses and Hebrew courses.


Jewish Chautauqua Society, Inc. (sponsored by National Federation of Temple Brotherhoods) (1893). 838 Fifth Ave. N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Pres. Lawrence M. Halperin; Exec. Dir. Av Bondarin. Disseminates authoritative knowledge about Jews and Judaism; assigns rabbis to lecture at colleges; endows courses in Judaism for college credit at universities; donates Jewish reference books to college libraries; sends rabbis to serve as counselor-teachers at Christian Church summer camps and as chaplains at Boy Scout camps; sponsors institutes on Judaism for Christian clergy; produces motion pictures for public service television and group showings. Brotherhood.


Jewish Teachers Association—Morim (1926). 45 E. 33 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212) 684-0556. Pres. Michael Leinwand; Sec. Dorothy G. Posner. Promotes the religious, social, and moral welfare of children; provides a program of professional, cultural, and social activities for its members; cooperates with other organizations for the promotion of goodwill and understanding. JTA Bulletin.

Com. Alan M. Stroock. Organized for the perpetuation of the tenets of the Jewish religion, cultivation of Hebrew literature, pursuit of biblical and archaeological research, advancement of Jewish scholarship; maintains a library with extensive collections of Hebraica and Judaica, a department for the training of rabbis, a pastoral psychiatry center, the Jewish Museum, and such youth programs as the Ramah Camps and the Leaders Training Fellowship. Conservative Judaism.

American Student Center in Jerusalem (1962). P.O. Box 196, Jerusalem, Israel. Dean Shamma Friedman; Dir. Reuven Hammer. Offers programs for rabbinical students, classes in Judaica for qualified Israelis and Americans, and Midrashet Yerushalayim, an intensive program of Jewish studies for undergraduates.


Department of Radio and Television (1944). 3080 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10027. (212)749-8000. Exec. Prod. Milton E. Krents. Produces radio and TV programs expressing the Jewish tradition in its broadest sense, with emphasis on the universal human situation: "Eternal Light," a weekly radio program; 7 "Eternal Light" TV programs, produced in cooperation with NBC; and 12 "Directions" telecasts with ABC; distributes program scripts and related reading lists.


Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities (1968). 3080 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10027. (212)749-8000. Dean Mayer Rabinowitz. A graduate program leading to M.A. degree in all aspects of Jewish studies and Ph.D. in Bible, Jewish education, history, literature, philosophy, or rabbinics; offers dual degree in social work.


Melton Research Center (1960). 3080 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10027. (212)749-8000. Exec. Dir. Elaine Morris. Devises new curricula and materials for Jewish education; has intensive program for training curriculum writers; recruits, trains and re-trains educators through seminars and in-service programs; maintains consultant and supervisory relationships with a limited number of pilot schools. Melton Newsletter.


Seminary College of Jewish Studies-Teachers Institute (1909). 3080 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10027. (212)749-8000. Dean Ivan G. Marcus. Offers complete college program in Judaica leading to B.A. degree; conducts joint programs with Columbia University and Barnard, enabling students to receive two B.A. degrees after four years.

University of Judaism (1947). 15600 Mulholland Dr., Los Angeles, Calif., 90024. (213)476-9777. Pres. David L. Lieber; V. Pres. Max Vorspan, David Gordis. West Coast school of JTS. Serves as center of undergraduate and graduate study of Judaica; offers pre-professional and professional programs in Jewish education and allied fields, including a pre-rabbinic program and joint program enabling students to receive B.A. from UCLA and B.H.L. from U. of J. after four years, as well as a broad range of adult education and Jewish activities.

Merkos L'inyonei Chinuch, Inc. (The Central Organization for Jewish Education) (1940). 770 Eastern Parkway, Bklyn., N.Y., 11213. (212)493-9250. Pres. Menachem M. Schneerson (the Lubavitcher Rebbe); Dir., Treas. M.A. Hodakov; Sec. Nissan Mindel. The educational arm of the Lubavitch movement. Seeks to promote Jewish education among Jews, regardless of their background, in the spirit of Torah-true Judaism; to establish contact with alienated Jewish youth, to stimulate concern and active interest in Jewish education on all levels, and to promote religious observance as a daily experience among all Jews; maintains worldwide network of regional offices, schools, summer camps and Chabad-Lubavitch Houses; publishes Jewish educational literature in numerous languages and monthly journal in five languages: Conversaciones con la juventud; Conversations avec les jeunes; Schmuessen mit kinder un yugent; Sihot la No-ar; Talks and Tales.


National Committee for Furtherance of Jewish Education (1951). 824 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11213. (212)735-0200. Pres. Alex M. Parker; Exec. V. Pres. Jacob J. Hecht; Sec. Morris Drucker. Seeks to disseminate the ideals of Torah-true education among the youth of America; aids poor, sick and needy in U.S. and Israel; provides aid to hundreds of Iranian Jewish youth through the Iranian Children's Fund; maintains camp for underprivileged children; sponsors Hadar Ha Torah and Machon Chana, seeking to win back college youth and others to the fold of Judaism; maintains schools and dormitory facilities; sponsors Heroes Fund to aid widows and orphans of heroes fallen in recent Israeli wars. Panorama; Passover Handbook; Seder Guide; Spiritual Suicide; Focus.

National Council for Jewish Education (1926). 114 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)675-5656. Pres. George Pollak; Exec. Sec. Jack M. Horden. Fellowship of Jewish education profession, comprising administrators and supervisors of national and local Jewish educational institutions and agencies, and teachers in Hebrew high schools and Jewish teachers colleges, of all ideological groupings; conducts annual national and regional conferences in all areas of Jewish education; represents the Jewish education profession before the Jewish community; co-sponsors, with American Association for Jewish Education, a personnel committee and other projects; cooperates with Jewish Agency department of education and culture in promoting Hebrew culture and studies; conducts lectureship at Hebrew University. Jewish Education; Sheviley Hahinuch.

National Council of Beth Jacob Schools, Inc. (1945). 1415 E. 7 St., Bklyn, N.Y., 11230. (212)979-7400. Pres. Israel M. Zaks; Chmn. of Bd. Shimon Newhouse; Sec. David Rosenberg. Operates Orthodox all-day schools from kindergarten through high school for girls, a residence high school in Ferndale, N.Y., a national institute for master instructors, and a summer camp for girls. Bais Yaakov Digest; Priemia Call.

Maintains a program of spiritual, cultural, social and communal activity towards the advancement and perpetuation of traditional, Torah-true Judaism; seeks to instill in American youth an understanding and appreciation of the ethical and spiritual values of Judaism. Sponsors kosher dining clubs and fraternity houses and an Israel program. Viewpoint; Hashkofa Series; Masseorah Newspaper.


Armed Forces Bureau (1912). 3 W. 16 St., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)929-1525. Dir. Stanley W. Schlessel; Assoc. Dir. Sidney Weg. Advises and guides the inductees into the armed forces with regard to Sabbath observance, kashrut, and Orthodox behavior. Guide for the Orthodox Service-


Intercollegiate Council and Young Single Adults (formerly Masseorah Intercollegiates of Young Israel; 1951). 3 W. 16 St., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)929-1525. Pres. Sidney Weg; Dir. Stanley W. Schlessel. Organizes and operates kosher dining clubs on college and university campuses; provides information and counseling on kashrut observance at college; gives college-age youth understanding and appreciation of Judaism and information on issues important to Jewish community; arranges seminars and meetings; publishes pamphlets and monographs. Hashkafa.

Israel Hatzair (reorg. 1968). 3 W. 16 St., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)929-1525. Pres. Jackie Goldstein; Nat. Dir. Arnold Grant. Fosters a program of spiritual, cultural, social, and communal activities for the advancement and perpetuation of traditional Torah-true Judaism; strives to instill an understanding and appreciation of the high ethical and spiritual values and to demonstrate compatibility of ancient faith of Israel with good Americanism.


youth under the influence of cults and missionaries, as well as the youths themselves. 

Our Choice.


PEYLIM—AMERICAN YESHIVA STUDENT UNION (1951). 3 W. 16 St., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)989-2500. Pres. Nisson Alpert; Dir. Avraham Hirsch. Aids and sponsors pioneer work by American graduate teachers and rabbis in new villages and towns in Israel; does religious, organizational, and educational work and counseling among new immigrant youth; maintains summer camps for poor immigrant youth in Israel; belongs to worldwide Peylim movement which has groups in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, England, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, France, and Israel; engages in relief and educational work among North African immigrants in France and Canada, assisting them to relocate and reestablish a strong Jewish community life. Peylim Reporter; N’she Peylim News.

RABBINICAL ALLIANCE OF AMERICA (IGUD HARABONIM) (1944). 156 Fifth Ave., Suite 807, N.Y.C., 10010. (212)242-6420. Pres. Rabbi Abraham B. Hecht. Seeks to promulgate the cause of Torah-true Judaism through an organized rabbinate that is consistently Orthodox; seeks to elevate the position of Orthodox rabbis nationally, and to defend the welfare of Jews the world over. Also has Beth Din Rabbinical Court. Perspective.

RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY (1900). 3080 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10027. (212)749-8000. Pres. Rabbi Saul I. Teplitz; Exec. V. Pres. Rabbi Wolfe Kelman. Seeks to promote Conservative Judaism, and to foster the spirit of fellowship and cooperation among rabbis and other Jewish scholars; cooperates with the Jewish Theological Seminary of America and the United Synagogue of America. Conservative Judaism; Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly.

RABBINICAL COLLEGE OF TELSHE, INC. (1941). 28400 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, Ohio, 44092. (216)943-5300. Pres. Rabbi Mordecai Gifter; V. Pres. Rabbi Abba Zalka Gewirtz. College for higher Jewish learning specializing in talmudic studies and rabinics; maintains a preparatory academy including secular high school, a postgraduate department, a teachers training school, and a teachers seminary for women. Pri Etz Chaim; Peer Mordechai; Alumni Bulletin.


SPERTUS COLLEGE OF JUDAICA (1925). 618 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60605. (312)922-9012. Pres. David Weinstein; Bd. Chmn. Philip Spertus. Educates teachers of Hebraica and Judaica for elementary and secondary Jewish schools; certifies Hebrew teachers for public and private Illinois schools; provides Chicago area colleges and universities with specialized undergraduate and graduate programs in Judaica and serves as a Department of Judaic Studies to these colleges and universities; serves as Midwest Jewish information center through its Asher Library and Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica; grants degrees of Master of Arts in Jewish Education and in Jewish Communal Service, Bachelor of Arts, and Bachelor of Judaic Studies. Journal of Jewish Art.


TORAH UMESORAH—NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS (1944). 229 Park Ave. S., N.Y.C., 10003. (212)674-6700. Nat. Pres. Samuel C. Feuerstein; Exec. Chmn. Bernard Goldenberg. Establishes Hebrew day schools throughout U.S. and Canada and services them in all areas including placement and curriculum guidance; conducts teacher training institutes, a special fellowship program, seminars, and workshops for in-service training of teachers; publishes textbooks and supplementary reading material; conducts education research and has established Fryer Fund. for research in ethics and character education; supervises federal aid programs for Hebrew day schools throughout the U.S. Olomeinu—Our World; Tempo; Torah Umesorah Report; Machberet Hamenahel.

——, INSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL ENRICHMENT (1973). 22 E. 28 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)683-3216. Dir. Bernard Dov Milians. Provides enriched training and upgraded credentials for administrative, guidance, and classroom personnel of Hebrew day schools and for Torah-community leaders; offers graduate and undergraduate programs, in affiliation with accredited universities which award full degrees: M.A. in early childhood and elementary education; M.S. in family counseling; M.B.A. in management; M.S. in special education, reading; B.S. in education; B.A. in human relations, social sciences, education, gerontology. Professional Enrichment News (PEN).


________, Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism (see p. 296).

________, National Association of Temple Administrators of (1941). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Pres. Henry E. Ziegler; Adm. Sec. Louis I. Heller. Fosters Reform Judaism; prepares and disseminates administrative information and procedures to member synagogues of UAHC; provides and encourages proper and adequate training of professional synagogue executives; formulates and establishes professional ideals and standards for the synagogue executive. NATA Journal.

________, National Association of Temple Educators (1955). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Pres. Fred W. Marcus; V. Pres. Richard M. Morin. Represents the temple educator within the general body of Reform Judaism; fosters the full-time profession of the temple educator; encourages the growth and development of Jewish religious education consistent with the aims of Reform Judaism; stimulates communal interest in and responsibility for Jewish religious education. NATE News; Compass Magazine.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE SISTERHOODS (1913). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Pres. Lillian Maltzer; Exec. Dir. Eleanor R. Schwartz. Serves more than 640 sisterhoods of Reform Judaism; inter-religious understanding and social justice; scholarships and grants to rabbinic students; braille and large-type Judaic materials for Jewish blind; projects for Israel, Soviet Jewry and the aging; is an affiliate of UAHC and is the women's agency of Reform Judaism; cooperates with World Union for Progressive Judaism. *Notes for Now*.

NORTH AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEMPLE YOUTH (NFTY; formerly NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE YOUTH; 1939). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Dirs. Stephen Schafer; Leonard Troupp; Daniel Freeland; Pres. Jeff Strauss. Seeks to train Reform Jewish youth in the values of the synagogue and their application to daily life through service to the community and congregation; runs department of summer camps and national leadership training institutes; arranges overseas academic tours and work programs, international student exchange programs, college student programs in the U.S. and Israel, including an accredited study program in Israel. *Visions; NFTY News*.

AND CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS: COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION (1923). 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)249-0100. Chmn. Martin S. Rozenberg; Dir. Rabbi Daniel B. Syme. Develops curricula and teachers' manuals; conducts pilot projects and offers educational guidance and consultation at all age levels to member congregations and affiliates and associate bodies. *What’s Happening; Compass; E*.


UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA (1898). 116 E. 27 St., N.Y.C., 10016. Pres. Julius Berman; Exec. V. Pres. Pinchas Stolper. Serves as the national central body of Orthodox synagogues; provides educational, religious, and organizational guidance to groups, and men's clubs; represents the Orthodox Jewish community in relationship to governmental and civic bodies, and the general Jewish community; conducts the national authoritative U Kashruth certification service. *Jewish Action; Jewish Life; Keeping Posted; U News Reporter*.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SYNAGOGUE YOUTH (1954). 116 E. 27 St., N.Y.C., 10016. Pres. Amy Sholiton; Nat. Dir. Baruch Taub. Serves as central body for youth groups of traditional congregations; provides such national activities and services as educational guidance, Torah study groups, community service, programs consultation, Torah library, Torah fund scholarships, Ben Zakkai Honor Society, Friends of NCSY; conducts national and regional events including week-long seminars, summer Torah tours in over 200 communities, Israel summer seminar for teens and collegiates, Camp NCSY in Israel for preteens. Divisions include Senior NCSY in 18 regions and 465 chapters, Junior NCSY for pre-teens, CYT-College Youth for Torah, B'nai Torah Day School and NCSY in Israel. *Keeping Posted With NCSY; Advisors' Newsletter; Mitsvos Ma'sipos; Holiday Series; Jewish Thought Series; Leadership Manual Series; Texts for Teen Study*.

WOMEN'S BRANCH (1923). 84 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)929-8857. Pres. Mrs. Samuel A. Turk; Exec. Dir. Judy Pajkin. Seeks to spread knowledge for the understanding and practice of Orthodox Judaism, and to unite all Orthodox women and their synagogue organizations, services affiliates with educational and
programming materials, leadership and organizational guidance and has an NGO representative at UN. Hachodesh; Hakol.

UNION OF ORTHODOX RABBIS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA (1900). 235 E. Broadway, N.Y.C., 10002. (212)964-6337. Pres. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein; Chmn. Rabbi Symcha Elberg. Dir. Rabbi Hersh M. Ginsberg. Seeks to foster and promote Torah-true Judaism in U.S. and Canada; assists in the establishment and maintenance of yeshivot in the United States; maintains committee on marriage and divorce and aids individuals with marital difficulties; disseminates knowledge of traditional Jewish rites and practices and publishes regulations on synagogal structure; maintains rabbinical court for resolving individual and communal conflicts. Hapardes.


AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH ECONOMIC INQUIRY (1918). 10010. (212)533-7800. Dir. Paul Freedman. Student Advisory Board. Seeks to develop a program for strengthening identification with Judaism, based on the personality development, needs and interests of the collegian. ATID Curricula Judaica; ATID Bibliography. ATID Bookmobile Project.

COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION (1930). 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)533-7800. Chmn. Rabbi Joel H. Zaiman; Dir. Morton K. Siegel. Promotes higher educational standards in Conservative congregational schools and Solomon Schechter Day Schools and publishes material for the advancement of their educational program. Provides guidance and information on resources, courses, and other projects in adult Jewish education; prepares and publishes pamphlets, study guides, tracts, and texts for use in adult-education programs; publishes the Jewish Tract series and distributes El-Am edition of Talmud. Distributes black-and-white and color films of "Eternal Light" TV programs on Jewish subjects, produced by Jewish Theological Seminary in cooperation with NBC. Briefs; Impact; In Your Hands; Your Child; Bulletin.


**Religious, Educational, and Social Environment**; fosters a sense of identity and commitment to the Jewish community and Conservative movement; conducts synagogue-based chapter programs and regional Kadima days and weekends. **Kadima**; Mitzvah of the Month; Kadima Kesher; Advisors Aid Series; Chagim; Games.

---

**National Association of Synagogue Administrators Of (1948)**. 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 10010. (212)533-7800. Pres. Charles Parmet. Aids congregations affiliated with the United Synagogue of America to further aims of Conservative Judaism through more effective administration; advances professional standards and promotes new methods in administration; cooperates in United Synagogue placement services and administrative surveys. **NASA Newsletter; NASA Journal**.

---

**United Synagogue Youth Of (1951)**. 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)533-7800. Pres. Bruce Gorden; Exec. Dir. Paul Freedman. Seeks to develop a program for strengthening identification with Conservative Judaism, based on the personality development, needs, and interests of the adolescent. **AchShav; Advisors Newsletter; Tikun Olam; USY Alumni Assn. Newsletter; USY Program Bank**.

---

**West Coast Talmudical Seminary (Yeshiva Ohr Elchonon Chabad) (1953)**. 7215 Warring St., Los Angeles, Calif., 90046. (213)937-3763. Headmaster Robert Jones; Dean Rabbi Ezra Schochet; Exec. Dir. Rabbi Levi Bukiet; Hebrew Principal Rabbi Chaim Yaffe. Provides facilities for intensive Torah education as well as Orthodox rabbinical training on the West Coast; conducts an accredited college preparatory high school combined with a full program of Torah-Talmudic training and a graduate Talmudical division on college level. **Yavne Newslet**er.

---

**Women’s League For Conservative Judaism (formerly National Women’s League) (1918)**. 48 E. 74 St., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)628-1600. Pres. Goldie Kweller. Constitutes parent body of Conservative women’s groups in U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Israel; provides them with programs in religion, education, social action, leadership training, Israel affairs, and community affairs; publishes books of Jewish interest; contributes to support of Jewish Theological Seminary and Mathilde Schechter Residence Halls. **Women’s League Outlook**.

---

**World Council of Synagogues (1957)**. 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)533-7800. Pres. David Zucker; Exec. Dir. Zipporah Liben; Exec. Dir. in Israel Pesach Schindler. International representative of Conservative organizations and congregations (Hatenuah Hamasoratit); promotes the growth and development of the Conservative movement in Israel and throughout the world; supports new congregations and educational institutions overseas; holds biennial international convention; represents the world Conservative movement in the World Zionist Organization. **Newsletter**.

---

**World Union For Progressive Judaism, Ltd. (1926)**. 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C, 10021. (212)249-0100. Pres. Gerard Daniel; Exec. Dir. Richard G. Hirsch; Sec. Jane Evans; N.A. Bd. Dir. Ira S. Youdovin. Promotes and coordinates efforts of Reform, Liberal, and Progressive congregations throughout the world; supports new congregations; assigns and employs rabbis overseas; sponsors seminaries and schools; organizes international conferences of Liberal Jews. **International Conference Reports; News and Views; Shalhevet (Israel); Teshuva (Argentina); Ammi**.

---

**Yavneh Hebrew Theological Seminary (1924)**. 510 Dahill Road, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11218. (212)436-5610. Pres. Nathan Shapiro; Exec. Dir. Solomon K. Shapiro. School for higher Jewish learning; trains rabbis and teachers as Jewish leaders for American Jewish communities; maintains branch in Jerusalem for higher Jewish education-Machon Maharshal and for an exchange student program. **Yavne Newsletter**.

---

**Yavneh, National Religious Jewish Students Association (1960)**. 25 W. 26 St., N.Y.C, 10010. (212)679-4574. Pres. Abraham Adler; Exec. V. Pres. Joseph Offenbacher. Seeks to promote religious Jewish and Zionist education on the college campus, to facilitate full observance of halakhic Judaism, to integrate the insights gained in college studies, and to become a force for the dissemination of Torah Judaism in the Jewish community; initiated kiruv programs aimed at drawing into the established Jewish community alienated
and assimilated Jewish students; publishes occasional monographs in *Yavneh Studies Series*; conducts summer tours to Israel and an Eastern Europe holocaust study tour. *Kol Yavneh, Parshat Hashavua Series; Yavneh Shiron; Prayer: A Guide to the Philosophy and Meaning of Tefilah; Yavneh Dispatch.*

**Yeshiva University** (1886). 500 W. 185 St., N.Y.C., 10033. (212)960-5400. Pres. Norman Lamm; Chmn. Bd. of Trustees Herbert Tenzer. The nation's oldest and largest private university founded under Jewish auspices, with a broad range of undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools, a network of affiliates, publications, a widespread program of research, community service agencies, and a museum. Curricula lead to bachelor's, master's, doctoral, and professional degrees. Undergraduate schools provide general studies curricula supplemented by courses in Jewish learning; graduate schools prepare for careers in medicine, law, mathematics, physics, social work, education, psychology, Semitic languages, literatures, and cultures, and other fields. It has six undergraduate schools, eight graduate schools, and three affiliates, with its four main centers located in Manhattan and the Bronx. *Inside Yeshiva University; Yeshiva University Report.*

Undergraduate schools for men at Main Center: Yeshiva College (Dean Michael Hecht) provides liberal arts and sciences curricula; grants B.A. degree. Erna Michael College of Hebraic Studies (Dean Jacob M. Rabinowitz) awards Hebraic Studies and Hebrew Teacher's diplomas, B.A., and B.S. James Striar School of General Jewish Studies (Dir. Morris J. Besdin) grants Associate in Arts degree. Mazer School of Talmudic Studies (Dir. Zevulun Charlop) offers advanced course of study in Talmudic texts and commentaries.

Undergraduate schools for women at Midtown Center, 245 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C., 10016; Stern College for Women (Dean Karen Bacon) offers liberal arts and sciences curricula supplemented by Jewish studies courses; awards B.A., Jewish Studies certificate, Hebrew Teacher's diploma. Teachers Institute for Women (Dir. Walter Orenstein) trains professionals for education and community agency work; awards Hebrew Teacher's diploma and B.S. in Education.

Sponsors two high schools for boys and two for girls (Manhattan and Brooklyn). Auxiliary services include: Stone-Saperstein Center for Jewish Education, Sephardic Studies Program, Brookdale Foundation Programs for the Aged, Maxwell R. Maybaum Institute of Material Sciences and Quantum Electronics.

**Albert Einstein College of Medicine** (1955). Eastchester Rd. and Morris Pk. Ave., Bronx, N.Y., 10461. Dean Ephraim Friedman. Prepares physicians and conducts research in the health sciences; awards M.D. degree; includes Sue Golding Graduate Division of Medical Sciences (Dir. Jonathan R. Warner), which grants Ph.D. degree. Einstein College's clinical facilities and affiliates encompass five Bronx hospitals, including Bronx Municipal Hospital, Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center, and the Rose F. Kennedy Center for Research in Mental Retardation and Human Development. *AECOM News; AECOM Newsletter.*

**Alumni Office**, 500 West 185th Street, N.Y.C., 10033. Dir. Richard M. Joel. Seeks to foster a close allegiance of alumni to their alma mater by maintaining ties with all alumni and servicing the following associations: Yeshiva College Alumni (Pres. Joseph Applebaum); Erna Michael College of Hebraic Studies Alumni; James Striar School of General Jewish Studies Alumni; Stern College Alumnae (Pres. Zelda Braun); Teachers Institute for Women Alumnae (Pres. Rivka Brass Finkelstein); Albert Einstein College of Medicine Alumni (Pres. Seligman Rosenberg); Ferkauf Graduate School Alumni (Pres. Alvin I. Schiff); Wurzweiler School of Social Work Alumni (Pres. Neva Rephun, Norman Winkler); Bernard Revel Graduate School—Harry Fischel School Alumni (Pres. Bernard Rosensweig); Rabbinic Alumni (Pres. Haskell Lookstein); Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law Alumni (Pres. Wayne Halper); Alumni Council (Chmn. Abraham S. Guterman) offers guidance to Pres. and Bd. of Trustees on university's academic development and service activities. *Alumni Review; AECOM Alumni News; Jewish Social Work Forum; Alumnnews.*

**Belfer Graduate School of Science** (1958). 500 W. 185 St., N.Y.C., 10033. Dir. Dr. David Finkelstein. Offers programs in mathematics and physics,
including college teaching in those areas; conducts advanced research projects; confers M.A. and Ph.D. degrees.

### Belfer Institute for Advanced Biomedical Studies (1978)

### Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law (1976)
55 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10003. Dean Monrad G. Paulsen. Prepares students for the professional practice of law or other activities in which legal training is useful; grants L.L.D. degree.

### Bernard Revel Graduate School (1937)
500 W. 185 St., N.Y.C., 10033. Dean Sid Z. Leiman. Offers graduate work in Judaic studies and Semitic languages, literatures, and cultures; confers M.S., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees.

### Cantorial Training Institute
Dir. Macy Nulman. Provides professional training of cantors and other music personnel for the Jewish community; awards Associate Cantor's Certificate and Cantorial Diploma.

### Caroline and Joseph S. Gruss Institute in Jerusalem
Ed. Supervisor Aharon Lichtenstein. A center in Israel for advanced Talmudic studies; offers programs for pre-Semikhah, Semikhah, and post-Semikhah students.

### Ferkauf Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences (1957)

### Harry Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies (1945)
500 W. 185 St., N.Y.C., 10033. Dean Sid Z. Leiman. Offers summer graduate work in Judaic studies and Semitic languages, literatures, and cultures; confers M.S., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees.

### Marcos and Adina Katz Kollel

### (affiliate) Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary (1896)
2540 Amsterdam Ave., N.Y.C., 10033. Chmn. Bd. of Trustees Charles H. Bendheim; Dir. Rabbi Zevulun Charlop. Offers comprehensive training in higher Jewish studies; grants semikha (ordination) and the degrees of Master of Religious Education, Master of Hebrew Literature, Doctor of Religious Education, and Doctor of Hebrew Literature; includes Kollel (Institute for Advanced Research in Rabbinics; Dir. Rabbi Hershel Schachter) and auxiliaries.

### Cantorial Training Institute (Dir. Macy Nulman) provides professional training of cantors and other musical personnel for the Jewish community; awards Associate Cantor's certificate and cantorial diploma.

### Sephardic Community Activities Program (Dir. Rabbi Herbert C. Dobrinsky) serves the specific needs of 70 Sephardi synagogues in the U.S. and Canada; holds such events as annual Sephardic Cultural Festival; maintains Sephardic Home Study Group program. American Sephardi Community Service Division (Dir. Victor B. Geller) makes educational, organizational, programming, consultative, and placement resources available to congregations, schools, organizations, and communities in the U.S. and Canada, through its youth bureau, department of adult education, lecture bureau, placement bureau, and rabbinic alumni.

### National Commission on Torah Education (Dir. Robert S. Hirt); Camp Morasha (Dir. Zvi Reich) offers Jewish study program; Educators Council of America (Dir. Robert S. Hirt) formulates uniform educational standards, provides guidance to professional staffs, rabbis, lay leaders with regard to curriculum, and promotes Jewish education.

### Society of the Founders of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine (1953)

### Women's Organization (1928)
55 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10003. Pres. Ann Arbesfeld; Dir. Malkah Isseroff. Supports Yeshiva University's national scholarship program for students training in education,
community service, law, medicine, and other professions, and its development program. YUWO News Briefs.

WURZWEILER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK (1957). 55 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10003. Dean Lloyd Setleis. Offers graduate programs in social casework, social group work, community social work; grants Master of Social Work, Master of Professional Studies, and Doctor of Social Welfare degrees. Includes Block Education Program (Dir. Samuel M. Goldstein), which offers practical training in fieldwork at Jewish communal agencies.

YESHIVA UNIVERSITY GERONTOLOGICAL INSTITUTE. Dir. Celia B. Weisman. Fosters and coordinates gerontological research; offers post-Master's Certificate in Gerontology.

YESHIVATH TORAH VODAATH AND MESIVTA RABBINICAL SEMINARY (1918). 425 E. 9 St., Brooklyn, N.Y., 11218. (212) 941-8000. Pres. Henry Hirsch; Chmn. of Bd. Fred F. Weiss; Sec. Earl H. Spero. Offers Hebrew and secular education from elementary level through rabbinical ordination and post-graduate work; maintains a teachers institute and community-service bureau; maintains a dormitory and a nonprofit camp program for boys. Chronicle; Mesivta Vanguard; Thought of the Week; Torah Vodaath News.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (1941). 425 E. 9 St., Brooklyn, N.Y., 11218. (212)941-8000. Pres. Marcus Saffer; Chmn. of Bd. Seymour Pluchenik. Promotes social and cultural ties between the alumni and the schools through fund-raising; offers vocational guidance to students; operates Camp Torah Vodaath; sponsors research fellowship program for boys. Annual Journal; Hamesivta Torah Periodical.

SOCIAL, MUTUAL BENEFIT


AMERICAN FEDERATION OF JEWS FROM CENTRAL EUROPE, INC. (1942). 570 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C., 10018. (212)921-3870. Pres. Curt C. Silberman; Exec. V. Pres. Herbert A. Strauss. Seeks to safeguard the rights and interests of American Jews of Central European descent, especially in reference to restitution and indemnification; through its Research Foundation for Jewish Immigration sponsors research and publications on the history of Central European Jewry and the history of their immigration and acculturation in the U.S.; sponsors a social program for needy Nazi victims in the U.S. in cooperation with United Help, Inc. and other specialized social agencies. Undertakes cultural activities, annual conferences, publication, and lecture programs. Member, Council of Jews from Germany.

AMERICAN SEPHARDI FEDERATION (1972). 521 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10017. (212)697-1845. Pres. Liliane L. Winn; Exec. Dir. Gary Schaer; Chmn. Bd. of Dirs. Morrie Yohai. Seeks to preserve the Sephardi heritage in the United States, Israel, and throughout the world by fostering and supporting religious and cultural activities of Sephardi congregations, organizations and communities, and uniting them in one overall organization; supports Jewish institutions of higher learning and those for the training of Sephardi lay and religious leaders to serve their communities everywhere; assists Sephardi charitable, cultural, religious and educational institutions everywhere; disseminates information by the publication, or assistance in the
publication, of books and other literature dealing with Sephardi culture and tradition in the United States; organizes youth and young adult activities throughout the U.S.; supports efforts of the World Sephardi Federation to alleviate social disparities in Israel. *Sephardi World; Sephardi News Bulletin; Sephardi Spotlight.*

**AMERICAN VETERANS OF ISRAEL (1949).** c/o Samuel E. Alexander, 548 E. Walnut St., Long Beach, N.Y., 11561. (516)431-8316. Pres. Louis Brettler; Sec. Samuel E. Alexander. Maintains contact with American and Canadian volunteers who served in Aliyah Bet and/or Israel's War of Independence; promotes Israel's welfare; holds memorial services at grave of Col. David Marcus; is affiliated with World Mahal. *Newsletter.*

**ASSOCIATION OF YUGOSLAV JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES, INC.** 8 W. 70 St., N.Y.C., 10023. Pres. Solomon Altchek; Sec. Isaac Molho. Seeks to foster Sephardic culture, education and communal institutions. Sponsors wide range of activities; raises funds for Sephardic causes in U.S. and Israel. *Bulletin.*

**BNAI ZION—THE AMERICAN FRATERNAL ZIONIST ORGANIZATION (1908).** 136 E. 39 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)725-1211. Pres. Paul Safro; Exec. V. Pres. Herman Z. Quittman. Fosters principles of Americanism, fraternalism, and Zionism; fosters Hebrew culture; offers life insurance, Blue Cross hospitalization, and other benefits to its members; sponsors settlements, youth centers, medical clinics, and Bnai Zion Home for Retardates in Rosh Ha'ayin, Israel. Program is dedicated to furtherance of America-Israel friendship. *Bnai Zion Foundation Newsletter; Bnai Zion Voice.*

**BRITH ABRAHAM (1887).** 136 E. 39 St., N.Y.C., 10016. Grand Master Saul Davis. Protects Jewish rights and combats antisemitism; supports Israel through Bnai Zion Found, and other Jewish organizations; maintains foundation in support of Soviet Jewry; aids Jewish education and Camp Loyaltown for Retarded. *Unser Tsait (U.S.); Foroyos (Mexico); Lebns-Fragen (Israel); Unser Gedank (Australia); Unser Shitime (France).*


**FREE SONS OF ISRAEL (1849).** 932 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10010. (212)260-4222. Grand Master Louis J. Seide; Grand Sec. Murray Birnback. Promotes fraternalism; supports State of Israel, UJA, Soviet Jewry, Israel Bonds, and other Jewish charities; fights antisemitism; awards scholarships. Local lodges have own publications.

**JEWISH LABOR BUND (Directed by WORLD COORDINATING COMMITTEE OF THE BUND) (1897; reorg. 1947).** 25 E. 78 St., N.Y.C., 10021. (212)535-0850. Exec. Sec. Jacob S. Hertz. Coordinates activities of the Bund organizations throughout the world and represents them in the Socialist International; spreads the ideas of Socialism as formulated by the Jewish Labor Bund; publishes pamphlets and periodicals on world problems, Jewish life, socialist theory and policy, and on the history, activities, and ideology of the Jewish Labor Bund. *Unser Tsait (U.S.); Foroyos (Mexico); Lebns-Fragen (Israel); Unser Gedank (Australia); Unser Shitime (France).*

**JEWISH PEACE FELLOWSHIP (1941).** Box 271, Nyack, N.Y., 10960. (914)358-4601. Pres. Naomi Goodman; Hon. Chmn. Isidor B. Hoffman. Unites those who believe that Jewish ideals and experience provide inspiration for a nonviolent philosophy and way of life; offers draft counseling, especially for conscientious objection based on Jewish "religious training and belief"; encourages Jewish community to become more knowledgeable, concerned, and active in regard to the war/peace problem. *Shalom.*

affiliated with Social Democrats, USA. Der Wecker.


WORKMEN'S CIRCLE (1900). 45 E. 33 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)889-6800. Pres. Bernard Backer; Exec. Dir. Nathan Peskin. Provides fraternal benefits and activities, Jewish educational programs, secularist Yiddish schools for children, community activities, both in Jewish life and on the American scene, cooperation with the labor movement. The Call; Kinder Zeitung; Kultur un Lebn.


AMC CANCER RESEARCH CENTER AND HOSPITAL (formerly Jewish CONSUMPTIVES' RELIEF SOCIETY, 1904; incorporated as AMERICAN MEDICAL CENTER AT DENVER, 1954). 6401 West Colfax Ave., Lakewood, Colo., 80214. (303)233-6501. Manfred L. Minzer, Jr.; Chmn. Bd. of Trustees, Bishop George R. Evans. A national cancer hospital that provides the finest specialized treatment available to patients, regardless of ability to pay; pursues, as a progressive science research center, promising leads in the prevention, detection, and control of cancer.


HILLEL FOUNDATIONS, INC. (see p. 306).

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HILLEL DIRECTORS (see p. 309).

YOUTH ORGANIZATION (see p. 306).


CITY OF HOPE—A NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER UNDER JEWISH AUSPICES (1913). 208 W. 8 St., Los Angeles, Calif., 90014. (213)626-4611. Pres. M. E. Hersch; Exec. Dir. Ben Horowitz. Admits on completely free, nonsectarian basis patients from all parts of the nation suffering from cancer and leukemia, blood, heart, and respiratory ailments, and certain maladies of heredity and metabolism including diabetes; makes available its consultation service to doctors and hospitals throughout the nation, concerning diagnosis and treatment of their patients; as a unique pilot medical center, seeks improvements in the quality, quantity, economy, and efficiency of health care. Thousands of original findings have emerged from its staff who are conducting clinical and basic research in the catastrophic maladies, lupus erythematosus, Huntington's disease, genetics, and the neurosciences. Pilot; President's Newsletter; City of Hope Quarterly.


HOPE CENTER FOR THE RETARDED (1965). 3601 E. 32 Ave., Denver, Colo., 80205. (303)388-4801. Pres. Al Perington; Exec. Dir. George E. Brantley; Sec. Lorraine Faulstich. Provides services to developmentally disabled of community: preschool training, day training and work activities center, speech and language pathology, occupational arts and crafts, recreational therapy, and social services.

organizations. Members: six national and international organizations.


JEWISH CONCILIATION BOARD OF AMERICA, INC. (1922). 120 W. 57 St., N.Y.C., 10019. (212)582-3577. Pres. Lewis Bart Stone. Evaluates and attempts to resolve conflicts within families, organizations, and businesses to avoid litigation; offers, without charge, mediation, arbitration, and counseling services by rabbis, attorneys, and social workers; refers cases to other agencies, where indicated.

JWB (1917). 15 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)532-4949. Pres. Robert L. Adler; Exec. V. Pres. Arthur Rotman. Major service agency for Jewish community centers and camps serving more than a million Jews in the U.S. and Canada; U.S. Government accredited agency for providing services and programs to Jewish military families and hospitalized veterans; promotes Jewish culture through its Book and Music Councils, JWB lecture bureau, Jewish Media Service, Hebrew language programming, and Jewish educational, cultural and Israel-related projects. JWB Circle; Zarkor; Contact; Public Relations Idea Exchange; JWB Personnel Reporter; Mail Call.

COMMISSION ON JEWISH CHAPLAINCY (1940). 15 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. Chmn. Rabbi Judah Nadich; Dir. Rabbi Gilbert Kollin. Recruits, endorses, and serves Jewish military and Veterans Administration chaplains on behalf of the American Jewish community and the three major rabbinic bodies; trains and assists Jewish lay leaders where there are no chaplains, for service to Jewish military personnel, their families, and hospitalized veterans.

JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL (see p. 301).

JEWISH MUSIC COUNCIL (see p. 301).


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH FAMILIES, CHILDREN'S AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS (1965). 24123 Greenfield, Southfield, Michigan, 48075. (313)559-1500. Pres. Samuel Lerner; V. Pres. Seymour Siegel, Ethel Taft. Brings together Jewish caseworkers and related professionals in Jewish family, children, and health services. Seeks to improve personnel standards, further Jewish continuity and identity, and strengthen Jewish family life; provides forums for professional discussion at national conference of Jewish communal service and regional meetings; takes action on social policy issues; provides a vehicle for representation of Jewish caseworkers and others in various national associations and activities. Newsletter.


advocating religious and cultural ideals and fellowship for the Jewish deaf. Quarterly.

National Council of Jewish Prison Chaplains, Inc. (see American Jewish Correctional Chaplains Association, Inc.)

National Council of Jewish Women (1893). 15 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)-532-1740. Nat. Pres. Shirley I. Leviton; Exec. Dir. Marjorie M. Cohen. Operates programs in education, social and legislative action, and community service for children and youth, the aging, the disadvantaged in Jewish and general communities; concerns include juvenile justice system as basis for legislative reform and community projects; deeply involved in women's issues; promotes education in Israel through NCJW Research Institute for Innovation in Education at Hebrew University, Jerusalem. NCJW Journal; Washington Newsletter; Children Without Justice; Women Helping Women; Symposium on Status Offenders: Proceedings and Manual for Action; Windows on Day Care; Innocent Victims.


ZIONIST AND PRO-ISRAEL


American Committee for Sh'are Zedek Hospital in Jerusalem, Inc. (1949). 49 W. 45 St., N.Y.C., 10036. (212)354-8801. Pres. Charles Bendheim; Bd. Chmn. Ludwig Jesselson; Sec. Isaac Strahl; Treas. Norbert Strauss. Raises funds for the various needs of the Sh'are Zedek Hospital, Jerusalem, such as equipment and medical supplies, a nurses training school, research, and construction of the new Sh'are Zedek Medical Center. Sh'are Zedek News Quarterly.


among them the Center for Holocaust Studies, Arab Jewish Center, Yiddish Department, Department of Management, School of Education, kibbutz movement, and Fine Arts Department; arranges overseas academic programs for American and Canadian students. Newsletter.


**American Friends of the Jerusalem Mental Health Center—Ezrash Nashim, Inc.** (1895). 10 E. 40 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)725-8175. Pres. Joel Finkle; Exec. Dir. Nancy S. Gitman; Bd. Chmn. Irwin S. Meltzer. Supports research, education, and patient care at the Jerusalem Mental Health Center, which includes a 250-bed hospital, comprehensive outpatient clinic, drug abuse clinic, geriatric center, and the Jacob Herzog Psychiatric Research Center; Israel's only non-profit, voluntary psychiatric hospital, is used as a teaching facility by Israel's major medical schools. Progress Reports; Ezrash.


**American-Israel Cultural Foundation, Inc.** (1939). 485 Madison Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)751-2700. Bd. Chmn. Isaac Stern; Pres. William Mazer; Exec. Dir. Stanley Grayson. Membership organization supporting Israeli cultural institutions, such as Israel Philharmonic and Israel Chamber Orchestra, Tel Aviv Museum, Rubin Academies, Bat Sheva Dance Co.; sponsors cultural exchange between U.S. and Israel; awards scholarships in all arts to young Israelis for study in Israel and abroad. Hadashot; Tarbut.


Israel in an environment of traditional Judaism; promotes cultural activities for the purpose of disseminating Zionist ideals and strengthening traditional Judaism in America. *The American Mizraachi Woman.*


**American Red Magen David for Israel, Inc.** (1941). 888 7th Ave., N.Y.C., 10019. (212)757-1627. Nat. Pres. Joseph Handler; Nat. Chmn. Emanuel Celler; Nat. Exec. V. Pres. Benjamin Saxe. An authorized tax exempt organization; the sole support arm in the United States of Magen David Adom in Israel with a national membership and chapter program. Educates and involves its members in activities of Magen David Adom, Israel's Red Cross Service; raises funds for MDA's emergency medical services, including collection and distribution of blood and blood products for Israel's military and civilian population; supplies ambulances, bloodmobiles, and mobile cardiac rescue units serving all hospitals and communities throughout Israel; supports MDA's 73 emergency medical clinics and helps provide training and equipment for volunteer emergency paramedical corps. *Chapter News; Lifeline.*


**American Zionist Federation** (1939; reorg. 1949 and 1970). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)371-7750. Pres. Joseph P. Sternstein; Exec. Dir. Carmella Carr. Consolidates the efforts of the existing Zionist constituency in such areas as public and communal affairs, education, youth and aliya, and invites the affiliation and participation of like-minded individuals and organizations in the community-at-large. Seeks to conduct a Zionist program designed to create a greater appreciation of Jewish culture within the American Jewish community in furtherance of the continuity of Jewish life and the spiritual centrality of Israel as the Jewish homeland. Composed of 15 National Zionist organizations; 10 Zionist youth movements; individual members-at-large; corporate affiliates. Maintains regional offices in Pittsburgh, Denver, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, Cleveland, Detroit, and New York. *News & Views.*

**American Zionist Youth Foundation, Inc.** (1963). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)751-6070. Bd. Chmn. Bernard S. White; Exec. Dir. Donald Adelman. Sponsors educational programs and services for American Jewish youth including tours to Israel, programs of volunteer service or study in leading institutions of science, scholarship and arts; sponsors field workers who promote Jewish and Zionist programming on campus; prepares and provides specialists who present and interpret the Israeli experience for community centers and federations throughout the country. *Activist Newsletter; Guide to Ed. and Programming Material; Programs in Israel.*


and utilization of bank credit lines. Annual Report; Prospectuses; Bank Hapoalim; Ampal.


HADASSAH, THE WOMEN'S ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA, INC. (1912). 50 W. 58 St., N.Y.C., 10019. (212)355-7900. Dir. Aline Kaplan. In America helps interpret Israel to the American people; provides basic Jewish education as a background for intelligent and creative Jewish living; sponsors Hashachar, largest Zionist youth movement in U.S., which has four divisions: Young Judaea, Intermediate Judaea, Senior Judaea, and Hamagshirim; operates eight Zionist youth camps in this country; supports summer and all-year courses in Israel. Maintains in Israel Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center for healing, teaching, and research; Hadassah Community College; Seligberg/Brandeis Comprehensive High School; and Hadassah Vocational Guidance Institute. Is largest organizational contributor to Youth Aliyah and to Jewish National Fund for land purchase and
reclamation. *Hadassah Headlines; Hadassah Magazine."

-----, HASHACHAR (formerly Young Judaea and Junior Hadassah; org. 1909, reorg. 1967). 50 W. 58 St., N.Y.C., 10019. (212)355-7900. Pres. of Senior Judaea (high school level) Deborah Kuker; Nat. Coordinator of Hamagshimim (college level) Joel Rosenfeld; Nat. Dir. Irv Widaen. Seeks to educate Jewish youth from the ages of 10–25 toward Jewish and Zionist values, active commitment to and participation in the American and Israeli Jewish communities, with aliya as a prime goal; maintains summer camps and summer and year programs in Israel. *Hamagshimim Journal; Kol Hat’una; The Young Judaeans; Daf L’Madrichim.*

HASHOMER HATZAIR, INC. 150 Fifth Ave., Suite 1002, N.Y.C., 10011. (212)929-4955.


-----, SOCIALIST ZIONIST YOUTH MOVEMENT (1923). Nat. Sec. Tuvia Liberman; Dir. Shlomo Margolit. Seeks to educate Jewish youth to an understanding of Zionism as the national liberation movement of the Jewish people. Promotes aliya to kibbutzim. Espouses socialist ideals of peace, justice, democracy, industry, and brotherhood. *Youth and Nation; Young Guard; La Madrich; Hayasad; Layidatcha.*


-----, THEODOR HERZL INSTITUTE. Chmn. Jacques Torchynsky. Program geared to review of contemporary problems on Jewish scene here and abroad; presentation of Jewish heritage values in light of Zionist experience of the ages; study of modern Israel; and Jewish social research with particular consideration of history and impact of Zionism. *Herzl Institute Bulletin.*


ISRAEL MUSIC FOUNDATION (1948). 109 Cedarhurst Ave., Cedarhurst, N.Y., 11516. (516)569-1541. Pres. Oscar Regen; Sec. Oliver Sabin. Supports and stimulates the growth of music in Israel, and disseminates recorded Israeli music in the U.S. and throughout the world.

raising agency of the world Zionist movement for the afforestation, reclamation, and development of the land of Israel, including the construction of roads and preparation of sites for new settlements; helps emphasize the importance of Israel in schools and synagogues throughout the world. JNF Almanac: Land and Life.

KEREN OR, INC. (1956). 1133 Broadway, N.Y.C., 10010. (212)255-1180. Pres. Ira Guilden; V. Pres. and Sec. Samuel I. Hender. Exec. Dir. Jacob Igra. Funds the Keren-Or Center for Multi-Handicapped Blind Children; participates in the program for such children at the Rothschild Hospital in Haifa; funds entire professional staff and special programs at the Jewish Institute for the Blind (established 1902) that houses, clothes, feeds, educates, and trains blind from childhood into adulthood. Newsletter.

LABOR ZIONIST ALLIANCE reorg. (formerly FARBand LABOR ZIONIST ORDER, now uniting membership and branches of POALE ZION—UNITED LABOR ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA and AMERICAN HABONIM ASSOCIATION) (1913). 575 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C., 10011. (212)989-0300. Pres. Allen Pollack; Exec. V. Pres. Bernard M. Weisberg. Seeks to enhance Jewish life, culture, and education in U.S. and Canada; aids in building State of Israel as a cooperative commonwealth, and its Labor movement organized in the Histadrut; supports efforts toward a more democratic society throughout the world; further the democratization of the Jewish community in America and the welfare of Jews everywhere; works with labor and liberal forces in America. Alliance Newsletter.


POALE AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA, INC. (1948). 156 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)924-9475. Pres. David B. Hollander; Presidium: Alexander Herman, Anshel Wainhaus. Aims to educate American Jews to the values of Orthodoxy, aliya, and halutzia; supports kibbutzim, trade schools, yeshivot, teachers' college,
civic and health centers, children's homes in Israel. Achdut; PAI Views; PAI Bulletin.


Religious Zionists of America. 25 W. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)889-5260.

Bnei Akiva of North America (1934). 25 W. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. Exec. Pres. Alan Green; Pres. Dov A. Bloom; Sec. Rafi Neeman. Seeks to interest youth in aliya to Israel and social justice through pioneering (halutziut) as an integral part of their religious observance; sponsors five summer camps, a leadership training camp for eleventh graders, a work-study program on a religious kibbutz for high school graduates, summer tours to Israel; establishes nuclei of college students for kibbutz or other settlement. Akivon; Hamvaser; Pinkas Lamadrich; Daf Raynot, Ma'Ohalai Torah.

Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi (1909; merged 1957). 25 W. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. Pres. Louis Bernstein; Exec. V. Pres. Israel Friedman. Dedicated to building the Jewish State based on principles of Torah; conducts cultural work, educational program, public relations; sponsors NOAM and Bnei Akiva; raises funds for religious educational institutions in Israel. Horizon; Kolenu; Mizrachi News Bulletin.


Holman; Exec. Dir. Leonard K. Straus. Sponsors U.S. participation in, and fields and selects U.S. team for, World Maccabiah Games in Israel every four years; promotes physical education and sports program in Israel and total fitness of Israeli and American Jewish youths; provides funds, technical and material assistance to Wingate Institute for Physical Education and Sport in Israel; sponsors U.S. coaches for training programs in Israel and provides advanced training and competition in U.S. for Israel's national sports teams, athletes and coaches; offers scholarships to U.S. colleges to Israeli physical education students; elects members of the Jewish Sports Hall of Fame, Wingate Institute, Natanya, Israel. Report; Journal of the U.S. team in Israel's Maccabiah Games.


WORLD CONFEDERATION OF UNITED ZIONISTS (1946; reorg. 1958). 595 Madison Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)371-1452. Co-Presidents Charlotte Jacobson, Kalman Sultanik, Melech Topiol. The largest diaspora-centered Zionist grouping in the world, distinguished from all other groups in the Zionist movement in that it has no association or affiliation with any political party in Israel, but derives its inspiration and strength from the whole spectrum of Zionist, Jewish, and Israeli life; supports projects identified with Israel; sponsors non-party halutzic youth movements in diaspora; promotes Zionist education and strives for an Israel-oriented creative Jewish survival in the diaspora. Zionist Information Views.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE (1948). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)752-0600. Dir. Moshe Avital. Seeks to foster a wider and deeper knowledge of the Hebrew language and literature and a better understanding and fuller appreciation of the role of Israel in the destiny of Jewry and Judaism, to introduce the study of Israel as an integral part of the Jewish school curriculum, and to initiate and sponsor educational projects designed to implement these objectives. Isra-Lamed.


ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA (1897). ZOA House, 4 E. 34 St., N.Y.C., 10016. (212)481-1500. Pres. Ivan J.

ZOIST ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY OF THE (1939). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)752-0600. Dir. and Librarian Sylvia Landress. Serves as an archives and information service for material on Israel, Palestine, the Middle East, Zionism, and all aspects of Jewish life.

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA-AMERICAN SECTION (1971). 515 Park Ave., N.Y.C., 10022. (212)752-0600. Chmn. Charlotte Jacobson; Exec. V. Chmn. Isadore Hamlin. As the American section of the overall Zionist body throughout the world, it operates primarily in the field of aliyah from the free countries, education in the diaspora, youth and hechalutz, organization and information, cultural institutions, publications, and handling activities of Jewish National Fund; conducts a worldwide Hebrew cultural program including special seminars and pedagogic manuals; disperses information and assists in research projects concerning Israel; promotes, publishes, and distributes books, periodicals, and pamphlets concerning developments in Israel, Zionism, and Jewish history. Israel Digest.
Novick; Nat. Exec. Dir. Paul Flacks. Seeks to safeguard the integrity and independence of Israel by means consistent with the laws of the U.S., to assist in the economic development of Israel, and to foster the unity of the Jewish people and the centrality of Israel in Jewish life in the spirit of general Zionism. American Zionist; Public Affairs Memorandum; ZINS Weekly News Bulletin; ZOA in Review.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS*

AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF CANTORS (Religious, Educational)

AMERICAN JEWISH CORRECTIONAL CHAPLAINS ASSOCIATION, INC. (Social Welfare)

AMERICAN JEWISH PRESS ASSOCIATION (Cultural)

AMERICAN JEWISH PUBLIC RELATIONS SOCIETY (1957). 21–41 34th Ave., Astoria, N.Y., 11106. Pres. Riki Englander Kosut; Treas. Hyman Brickman. Advances professional status of workers in the public-relations field in Jewish communal service; upholds a professional code of ethics and standards; serves as a clearinghouse for employment opportunities; exchanges professional information and ideas; presents awards for excellence in professional attainments, including the "Magid Award" for outstanding literary or artistic achievement which enhances Jewish life. The Handout.

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CENTER WORKERS (Community Relations)

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CHAPLAINS OF THE ARMED FORCES (Religious, Educational)

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS WORKERS (Community Relations)

CANTORS ASSEMBLY OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

COUNCIL OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS IN CIVIL SERVICE (Community Relations)

EDUCATORS ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HILLEL DIRECTORS (Religious, Educational)

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF JEWISH COMMUNAL SERVICE (Community Relations)

JEWISH MINISTERS CANTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC. (Religious, Educational)

JEWISH TEACHERS ASSOCIATION—MORIM (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CENTER WORKERS (Community Relations)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SYNAGOGUE ADMINISTRATORS, UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEMPLE ADMINISTRATORS, UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEMPLE EDUCATORS, UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF JEWISH COMMUNAL SERVICE (Social Welfare)

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF YESHIVA PRINCIPALS (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL JEWISH WELFARE BOARD COMMISSION ON JEWISH CHAPLAINCY (Social Welfare)

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS*

AMERICAN MIZRACHI WOMEN (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

B'NAI B'RITH WOMEN (Social Welfare)

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY NATIONAL WOMEN'S COMMITTEE (1948). Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass., 02254. (617)-647-2194. Nat. Pres. Elaine R. Lisberg; Exec. Dir. Harriette L. Chandler. Responsible for support and maintenance of Brandeis University libraries; sponsors University on Wheels and, through its chapters, study-group programs based on faculty-prepared syllabi, volunteer work in educational services, and a program of New Books for Old Sales; constitutes

*For fuller listing see under categories in parentheses.
largest "Friends of a Library" group in U.S.

HADASSAH, THE WOMEN'S ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA, INC. (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN (Social Welfare)

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE SISTERSHOODS, UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS (Religious, Educational)

PIONEER WOMEN, THE WOMEN'S LABOR ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

UNITED ORDER OF TRUE SISTERS (Social, Mutual Benefit)

WOMEN'S AMERICAN ORT FEDERATION (Overseas Aid)

WOMEN'S BRANCH OF THE UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

WOMEN'S DIVISION OF POALE AGUDATH OF AMERICA (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

WOMEN'S DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS (Community Relations)

WOMEN'S DIVISION OF THE JEWISH LABOR COMMITTEE (Community Relations)

WOMEN'S DIVISION OF THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL (Overseas Aid)

WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM (Religious, Educational)

WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR ISRAEL, INC. (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION OF HAPOEL HAMizrACHI (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

Yeshiva University Women's Organization (Religious, Educational)

YOUTH AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS*

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION, INC. (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

---, AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH COUNCIL

ATID, COLLEGE AGE ORGANIZATION, UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL FOUNDATIONS, INC. (Religious, Educational)

B'NAI B'RITH YOUTH ORGANIZATION (Religious, Educational)

BNEI AKIVA OF NORTH AMERICA, RELIGIOUS ZIONISTS OF AMERICA (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

BNOS AGUDATH ISRAEL, AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

DROR YOUNG ZIONIST ORGANIZATION (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

HASHACHAR—WOMEN'S ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

HASHOMER HATZAIR, ZIONIST YOUTH MOVEMENT (Zionist and Pro-Israel)

ICHUD HABONIM LABOR ZIONIST YOUTH (Zionist and Pro-Israel)


KADIMA (Religious, Educational)

MASSORAH INTERCOLLEGIATES OF YOUNG ISRAEL, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUNG ISRAEL (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SYNAGOGUE YOUTH, UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE YOUTH, UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS (Religious, Educational)

NOAR Mizrachi-Hamishmeret (NOAM) —RELIGIOUS ZIONISTS OF AMERICA (Zionist and Pro-Israel)


*For fuller listing see under categories in parentheses.
(212)679-2293. Pres. Steven M. Cohen; Exec. Dir. Roberta Shiffman. Serves as central fund-raising mechanism for six national, independent, Jewish student organizations; insures accountability of public Jewish communal funds used by these agencies; assists Jewish students undertaking projects of concern to Jewish communities; advises and assists Jewish organizations in determining student project feasibility and impact; fosters development of Jewish student leadership in the Jewish community. Beneficiaries include local and regional Jewish student projects on campuses throughout North America; founding constituents include Jewish Student Press Service, North American Jewish Students Network, Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry, Response, Yavneh, and Yugntruf; beneficiaries include Boston area’s Genesis 2, the Hillel Eastern Winter Institute, Chicago’s Jewish Information Center at the Hebrew Theological College, and an Israel Bazaar at Indiana University.

NORTH AMERICAN JEWISH STUDENTS’ NETWORK (1969). 15 E. 26 St., N.Y.C., 10010. (212)689-0790. Pres. Ralph Grunwald; Exec. Dir. Steven Bauman. Coordinates information and programs among all Jewish student projects on campuses throughout North America; promotes development of student-controlled Jewish student organizations; maintains contacts and coordinates programs with Jewish students throughout the world through the World Union of Jewish Students; runs the Jewish Student Speakers Bureau; sponsors regional, national, and North American conferences.

NORTH AMERICAN JEWISH YOUTH COUNCIL (Community Relations)

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET JEWRY, INC. (Community Relations)

UNITED SYNAGOGUE YOUTH, UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

YAVNEH, NATIONAL RELIGIOUS JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (Religious, Educational)

YUGNTRUF YOUTH FOR YIDDISH (1964). 3328 Bainbridge Ave., Bronx, N.Y., 10467. (212)654-8540. Pres. Paula Teitelbaum; Exec. Dir. David Neal Miller. A worldwide, non-political organization for high school and college students with a knowledge of, or interest in, Yiddish. Organizes artistic and social activities. Offers services of full-time field worker to assist in forming Yiddish courses and clubs throughout the U.S.A. Fum Khaver Tsu Khaver; Yugntruf.

ZEIREI AGUDATH ISRAEL, AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA (Religious, Educational)

CANADA


at home and abroad. Acts on all matters affecting the status, rights, and welfare of Canadian Jews. I.O.I.; Cercle Juif.


Canadian Sephardi Federation (1973). 1310 Greene Ave., 8th Floor, Montreal, PQ, H3Z 2B2. (514)934-0804. Pres. Joseph Benarroch; Exec. Dir. Avi Shlush. Preserves and promotes Sephardic identity, particularly among youth; works for the unity of the Jewish people; emphasizes relations between Sephardi communities all over the world; seeks better situation for Sephardim in Israel; supports Israel by all means. Horizon Sephardi.

Canadian Young Judaea (1917). 788 Marlee Ave., Toronto, Ont., M6B 3K1. (416)787-5350. Nat. Pres. Richard Freedman; Exec. Dir. Tina Ornstein. Strives to attract Jewish youth to Zionism, with goal of aliya; operates nine summer camps in Canada and Israel; is sponsored by Canadian Hadassah-WIZO and Zionist Organization of Canada, and affiliated with HaNoar Hatzioni in Israel. Yedion; Judaean; Mini-Mag.


Provides counseling by pedagogic experts, inservice teacher training courses and seminars in Canada and Israel; operates teacher placement bureau, national pedagogic council and research center; publishes and distributes educational material and teaching aids; conducts annual Bible contest and Hebrew language courses for adults. Al Mitzepe Hahinuch.


Jewish Colonization Association of Canada (1907). 5151 Cote St. Catherine Rd., Montreal, PQ, H3W 1M6. Pres. Lazarus Phillips; Sec. Morley M. Cohen; Mgr. M.J. Lister. Promotes Jewish land settlement in Canada through loans to established farmers; helps new immigrant farmers to purchase farms, or settles them on farms owned by the Association; provides agricultural advice and supervision; contributes funds to Canadian Jewish Loan Cassa for loans to small businessmen and artisans.


Jewish National Fund of Canada (Keren Kayemeth Le Israel, Inc.) (1902). 1980 Sherbrooke St. W., Suite 250, Montreal, PQ, H3H 2M7. Nat. Pres. Nathan Scott; Exec. V. Pres. Harris D. Gulko. Seeks to create, provide, enlarge, and administer a fund to be made up of voluntary contributions from the Jewish community and others, to be used for charitable purposes. JNF Bulletin.

Exec. Dir. Leo J. Moss. Disseminates information and publications on Israel and Jewish life; arranges special events, lectures, and seminars; coordinates communal and political activities of its constituent bodies (Pioneer Women, Na'amot, Labor Zionist Alliance, Poale Zion party, Habonim-Dror Youth, Israel Histadrut, affiliated Hebrew elementary and high schools in Montreal and Toronto). Canadian Jewish Quarterly; Viewpoints; Brieffacts; Insight.


Jewish Federations, Welfare Funds, Community Councils

UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGHAM JEWISH FEDERATION (1935; reorg. 1971); P.O. Box 9157 (35213); (205)-879-0416. Pres. David Morrison; Exec. Dir. Seymour Marcus.

JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1962); P.O. Box 7377, 3960 Montclair Rd. (35223); (205)879-0411. Pres. Mayer U. Newfield; Exec. Dir. Harold E. Katz.

MOBILE

MOBILE JEWISH WELFARE FUND, INC. (Inc. 1966); 404 C One Office Park (36609); (205)-343-7197. Pres. Ed Zelnicker.

MONTGOMERY

JEWISH FEDERATION OF MONTGOMERY, INC. (1930); P.O. Box 1150 (36102); (205)-263-7674. Pres. Perry Mendel; Sec. Barbara Marcus.

TRI-CITIES

*TRI-CITIES JEWISH FEDERATION Charities, Inc. (1933; Inc. 1956); Route 7, Florence (35632); Pres. Mrs. M. F. Shipper.

ARIZONA

PHOENIX

GREATER PHOENIX JEWISH FEDERATION (incl. surrounding communities) (1940); 1718 W. Maryland Ave. (85015); (602)249-1845. Pres. Neal Kurn; Exec. Dir. Herman Markowitz.

TUCSON

JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1942); 102 N. Plumer (85719); (602)884-8921. Pres. S. Leonard Scheff; Exec. Dir. Charles Plotkin.

ARKANSAS

LITTLE ROCK

JEWISH FEDERATION OF LITTLE ROCK (1911); 221 Donaghey Bldg., Main at 7th (72201); (501)372-3571. Pres. Bonnie Nickol; Exec. Sec. Nanci Goldman.

CALIFORNIA

LONG BEACH

JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION (1937); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND); 3801 E. Willow Ave. (90815); (213)-426-7601. Pres. Roselle Sommer; Exec. Dir. Harold Benowitz.

*This directory is based on information supplied by the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds. An asterisk (*) preceding a listing indicates an organization not affiliated with CJFWF.
LOS ANGELES
Jewish Federation—Council of Greater Los Angeles (1912; reorg. 1959); (sponsors United Jewish Welfare Fund); 6505 Wilshire Blvd. (90048); (213)852-1234. Pres. Lawrence Irell; Exec. V. Pres. Ted Kan-ner.

OAKLAND
Jewish Federation of the Greater East Bay (1918); 3245 Sheffield Ave. (94602); (415)533-7462. Pres. Fran Greenberg; Exec. V. Pres. Ernest Siegel.

ORANGE COUNTY
Jewish Federation—Council of Orange County (1964; Inc. 1965); (sponsors United Jewish Welfare Fund); 3303 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa (92626); (714)754-1944. Pres. Marvin Neban; Exec. Dir. Mortimer Greenberg.

PALM SPRINGS
Jewish Welfare Federation of Palm Springs—Desert Area (1971); 611 S. Palm Canyon Dr. (92262); (714)325-7281. Pres. Zachary Pitts; Exec. Dir. Samuel J. Rosenthal.

SACRAMENTO
Jewish Federation of Sacramento (1948); 2351 Wyda Way (95825); (916)486-0906. Pres. Alan Brodovsky; Exec. Dir. Ephraim Spivek.

SAN BERNARDINO

SAN DIEGO
United Jewish Federation of Greater San Diego (1935); 5511 El Cajon Blvd. (92115); (714)582-2483. Pres. Arthur Levinson; Exec. Dir. Donald L. Gartner.

SAN FRANCISCO
Jewish Welfare Federation of San Francisco, Marin County and the Peninsula (1910; reorg. 1955); 254 Sutter St. (94108); (415)781-3082. Pres. Jerome I. Braun; Exec. Dir. Brian Lurie.

SAN JOSE
Jewish Federation of Greater San Jose (incl. Santa Clara County except Palo Alto and Los Altos) (1930; reorg. 1950); 1777 Hamilton Ave., Suite 201 (95125); (408)267-2770. Pres. Mrs. Harry Goldman; Exec. Dir. Nat Bent.

SANTA BARBARA
*Santa Barbara Jewish Federation, P.O. Box 3314 (93105); (805)962-0770. Pres. M. Howard Goldman.

STOCKTON
*Stockton Jewish Welfare Fund (1972); 5105 N. El Dorado St. (95207); (209)477-9306. Pres. Joel M. Senderov; Treas. Harry Green.

VENTURA
*Ventura County Jewish Council—Temple Beth Torah (1938); 7620 Foothill Rd. (93003); (805)647-4181. Pres. Paul Karlsberg.

COLORADO
DENVER
Allied Jewish Federation of Denver (1936); (sponsors Allied Jewish Campaign); 300 S. Dahlia St. (80222); (303)321-3399. Pres. Gary Antonoff; Exec. Dir. Harold Cohen.

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT
United Jewish Council of Greater Bridgeport, Inc. (1936); (sponsors United Jewish Campaign); 4200 Park Ave. (06604); (203)372-6504. Pres. Martin F. Wolf; Exec. Dir. Michael P. Shapiro.

DANBURY
Jewish Federation of Greater Danbury (1945); 8 Locust Ave. (06810); (203)792-6353. Pres. Pearl Turk; Exec. Dir. Jonathan H. Spinner.

HARTFORD
Greater Hartford Jewish Federation (1945); 333 Bloomfield Ave., W. Hartford (06117); (203)236-3278. Pres. Bernard B. Kaplan; Exec. Dir. Don Cooper.

MERIDEN
*Meriden Jewish Welfare Fund, Inc. (1944); 127 E. Main St. (06450); (203)235-2581. Pres. Joseph Barker; Sec. Harold Rosen.

NEW HAVEN
New Haven Jewish Federation (1928); (sponsors Combined Jewish Appeal) (1969); 1162 Chapel St. (06511); (203)562-

NEW LONDON

NORWALK
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER NORWALK (1946; reorg. 1964); Shorehaven Rd., East Norwalk (06855); (203)853-3440. Pres. Norman J. Weinberger; Exec. Dir. Charles Vogel.

STAMFORD
UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION (Reincorp. 1973); 1035 Newfield Ave. (06905); (203)322-6935. Pres. Charles Rosenberg; Exec. Dir. Donald H. Klein.

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON
JEWISH FEDERATION OF DELAWARE, INC. (1935); 101 Garden of Eden Rd. (19803); (302)478-6200. Pres. Bennett Epstein; Exec. Dir. Mike Ruvel.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

FLORIDA
BOCA RATON

DAYTONA
FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF DAYTONA BEACH; 199 Ann Rustin Drive, Ormand Beach (32074); (904)677-7552. Pres. Doris Katz.

FT. LAUDERDALE
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER FT. LAUDERDALE (1967); 2999 N.W. 33rd Ave. (33311); (305)484-8200. Pres. Leo Goodman; Exec. Dir. Leslie Gottlieb.

HOLLYWOOD
JEWISH FEDERATION OF SOUTH BROWARD, INC. (1943); 2719 Hollywood Blvd. (33020); (305)921-8810. Pres. Mrs. Theodore Newman; Exec. Dir. Sumner Kaye.

JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE JEWISH FEDERATION (1935); 5846 Mt. Carmel Terr. (32216); (904)733-7613. Pres. Joe P. Safer; Exec. Dir. Gerald L. Goldsmith.

MIAMI
GREATER MIAMI JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. (1938); 4200 Biscayne Blvd. (33137); (305)576-4000. Pres. L. Jules Arkin; Exec. V. Pres. Myron J. Brodie.

ORLANDO
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER ORLANDO (1949); 851 N. Maitland Ave., P.O. Box 1508, Maitland (32751); (305)645-5933. Pres. Marcia Kerstein; Exec. Dir. Paul Jeser.

PENSACOLA
*PENSACOLA FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES (1942); 1320 E. Lee St. (32503); (904)438-1464. Pres. Gene Rosenbaum; Sec. Mrs. Harry Saffer.

PINELLAS COUNTY (incl. Clearwater and St. Petersburg)
JEWISH FEDERATION OF PINELLAS COUNTY, INC. (1950; reincorp. 1974); 8167 Elbow Lane, North, St. Petersburg (33710); (813)381-2373. Pres. Reva Kent; Exec. Dir. Ron Weisinger.

SARASOTA
SARASOTA JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, INC. (1959); 1900 Main Bldg., Suite 315 (33577); (813)365-4410. Pres. Sol Levites; Exec. Dir. Florence S. Sinclair.
TAMPA
Tampa Jewish Federation (1941); 2808 Horatio (33609); (813)872-4451. Pres. Ben Greenbaum; Exec. Dir. Gary S. Alter.

GEORGIA
ATLANTA

AUGUSTA
Federation of Jewish Charities (1937); P.O. Box 3251, Hill Station (30904); (404)356-3953. Pres. Marshall Raff; Exec. Dir. Sheldon Sklar.

COLUMBUS
Jewish Welfare Federation of Columbus, Inc. (1941); P.O. Box 1303 (31902); (404)561-3953. Pres. Arnold J. Tillinger; Exec. Dir. Peretz Katz.

IDAHO
BOISE

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA
Federated Jewish Charities (1929); Champaign (61820); (217)356-3373. Co-Chmn. Stanley Levy, Zelda Derber; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Donald Ginsberg; Pres. Marvin Steinberg.

CHICAGO
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago (1900); 1 S. Franklin St. (60606); (312)346-6700. Pres. David Smerling; Exec. V. Pres. James P. Rice; Exec. Dir. Steven Nasatir.

Jewish United Fund of Metropolitan Chicago (1968); 1 S. Franklin St. (60606); (312)346-6700. Pres. David Smerling; Exec. V. Pres. James P. Rice.

DECATURE
Jewish Federation (member Central Illinois Jewish Federation) (1942); 78 Montgomery Pl. (62522); Pres. Don Champion.

ELGIN
Elgin Area Jewish Welfare Chest (1938); 330 Division St. (60120); (312)747-5656. Pres. Michael Popper; Treas. Stuart Hanfling.

JOLIET

PEORIA


QUAD CITIES
Jewish Federation of the Quad Cities (incl. Rock Island, Moline, Davenport, Bettendorf) (1938; comb. 1973); 224-18th St., Suite 511, Rock Island (61201); (309)793-1300. Pres. Sidney Greenswag; Exec. Dir. Judah Segal.

ROCKFORD
Rockford Jewish Community Council (1937); 1500 Parkview Ave. (61107); (815)399-5497. Pres. Harvey Share; Exec. Dir. Daniel Tannenbaum.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

SPRINGFIELD
Springfield Jewish Federation (member Central Illinois Jewish Federation) (1941); 730 E. Vine St. (62703); (217)528-3446. Pres. Edith M. Myers; Exec. Sec. Lenore Loeb.
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INDIANA

EVANSVILLE
Evansville Jewish Community Council, Inc. (1936; Inc. 1964); P.O. Box 5026 (47715); (812)476-1571. Pres. Joel Lasker; Exec. Sec. Maxine P. Fink.

FORT WAYNE

INDIANAPOLIS

FORT WAYNE
FORT WAYNE JEWISH FEDERATION (1921); 227 E. Washington Blvd. (46802); (219)422-8566. Pres. Janet H. Latz; Exec. Dir. Benjamin Eibsart.

INDIANAPTOLIS
JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, INC. (1905); 615 N. Alabama St. (46204); (317)637-2473. Pres. Philip D. Pecar; Exec. V. Pres. Frank H. Newman.

LAFAYETTE
Federated Jewish Charities (1924); P.O. Box 676 (47902); (317)742-9081. Pres. Leslie Feld; Fin. Sec. Louis Pearlman, Jr.

MICHIGAN CITY
Michigan City United Jewish Welfare Fund; 2800 Franklin St. (46360); (219)874-4477. Pres. Nate Winski; Treas. Harold Leinwand.

MUNCIE
*Muncie Jewish Welfare Fund (1945); c/o Beth El Temple, P.O. Box 2792 (47302); (317)284-1497. Chmn. Edward J. Dobrow; Treas. Robert Koor.

NORTHWEST INDIANA
The Jewish Federation, Inc. (1941; reorg. 1959); 2939 Jewett St., Highland (46322); (219)972-2251. Pres. Irving Brennan; Exec. Dir. Barnett Labowitz.

SOUTH BEND

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS
*JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF LINN COUNTY (1941); 1157 St. S.E. (52401); (319)366-3553. Chmn. Norman Lipsky; Treas. Jay Beecher.

DES MOINES
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER DES MOINES (1914); 910 Polk Blvd. (50312); (515)277-6321. Pres. Harold Pidgeon; Exec. Dir. Jay Yoskowitz.

SIoux City
Jewish Federation (1921); 525 14 St. (51105); (712)258-0618. Pres. David Feiges; Exec. Dir. Joseph Bluestein.

WATERLOO
Waterloo Jewish Federation (1941); c/o Congregation Sons of Jacob, 411 Mitchell Ave. (50702); Pres. Irving Uze.

KANSAS
TOPEKA
*TOPEKA-LAWRENCE JEWISH FEDERATION (1939); 101 Redbud Lane (66607); Pres. William Rudnick.

WICHITA
Mid-Kansas Jewish Welfare Federation, Inc. (1935); 400 N. Woodlawn, Suite 22 (67206); (316)686-4741. Pres. Leonard Goldstein.

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE
Jewish Community Federation of Louisville, Inc. (1934); (sponsors United Jewish Campaign); 3630 Dutchman's Lane (40205); (502)451-8840. Frank Lipschtiz; Exec. Dir. Norbert Fruehauf.

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA
THE JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION AND COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF CENTRAL LOUISIANA (1938); 1261 Heyman Lane (71301); (318)442-1264. Pres. Harold Katz; Sec.-Treas. Mrs. George Kuplesky.

BATON ROUGE
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER BATON ROUGE (1971); P.O. Box 15123 (70895); (504)275-9335. Pres. Felix R. Weill; Exec. Dir. Ian Heller.

MONROE
United Jewish Charities of Northeast Louisiana (1938); 2400 Orrel Pl. (71201); (318)388-2859. Pres. Sol Rosenberg; Sec.-Treas. Herman E. Hirsch.

NEW ORLEANS
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER NEW ORLEANS (1913; reorg. 1977); 211 Camp St. (70130); (504)525-0673. Pres. Bernard D. Mintz; Exec. Dir. Gerald C. Lasensky.
SHREVEPORT
SHREVEPORT JEWISH FEDERATION (1941; Inc. 1967); 2030 Line Ave. (71104); (318)-221-4129. Pres. Abie Murov; Exec. Dir. K. Bernard Klein.

MAINE

BANGOR
*JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1949); 28 Somerset St. (04401); (207)945-5631. Pres. Harry A. Tabenken; Exec. Dir. Alan Coren.

LEWISTON-AUBURN
JEWISH FEDERATION (1947); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH APPEAL); 134 College St., Lewiston (04240); (207)786-4201. Pres. Bertha Allen; Exec. Dir. Howard G. Joress.

PORTLAND
JEWISH FEDERATION COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN MAINE (1942); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH APPEAL); 66 Pearl St. (04101); (207)773-7254. Pres. Cecelia Levine; Exec. Dir. Sanford Cutler.

MARYLAND

ANNAPOLIS
*ANNAPOLIS JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1946); 601 Ridgley Ave. (21401); Pres. Anton Grobani.

BALTIMORE

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON
COMBINED JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES OF GREATER BOSTON, INC. (1895; reorg. 1961); 72 Franklin St. (02110); (617)542-8080. Pres. Leo Dunn; Exec. Dir. Bernard Olshansky.

FITCHEBURG
*JEWISH FEDERATION OF FITCHBURG (1939); 40 Boutelle St. (01420); (617)342-2227. Pres. Elliot L. Zide; Treas. Allen I. Rome.

FRAMINGHAM
GREATER FRAMINGHAM JEWISH FEDERATION (1968; Inc. 1969); 1000 Worcester Road, Framingham Centre (01701); (617)-879-3301. Pres. Harvey Stone; Exec. Dir. Howard Kummer.

HAVERHILL
*HAVERHILL UNITED JEWISH APPEAL, INC., 514 Main St. (01830); (617)373-3861. Pres. Manuel M. Epstein; Exec. Dir. Joseph H. Elgart.

HOLYOKE
COMBINED JEWISH APPEAL OF HOLYOKE (1939); 378 Maple St. (01040); (413)534-3369. Pres. Herbert Goldberg; Exec. Dir. Dov Sussman.

LAWRENCE
*JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF GREATER LAWRENCE (1906); 580 Haverhill St. (01841); (617)686-4157. Pres. Michael Baker; Exec. Dir. Irving Linn.

LEOMINSTER
LEOMINSTER JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, INC. (1939); 30 Grove Ave. (01453); (617)537-7906. Pres. Marc Levine; Sec.-Treas. Edith Chatkis.

NEW BEDFORD
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER NEW BEDFORD, INC. (1938; Inc. 1954); 467 Hawthorn St., North Dartmouth (02747); (617)-997-7471. Pres. George Friedman; Exec. Dir. Gerald A. Kleinman.

NORTH SHORE
JEWISH FEDERATION OF THE NORTH SHORE, INC. (1938); 4 Community Rd., Marblehead (01945); (617)598-1810. Pres. Norman S. Rosenfield; Exec. Dir. Gerald S. Ferman.

PITTSFIELD
*JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1940); 235 E. St. (01201); (413)442-4360. Pres. Jeffrey Cook; Exec. Dir. Sanford Lubin.

SPRINGFIELD
SPRINGFIELD JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. (1938); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND); 1160 Dickinson (01108); (413)737-4313. Pres. Harold Rosen; Exec. Dir. Eli Asher.

WORCESTER
WORCESTER JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. (1947; Inc. 1957); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE FUND, 1939); 633 Salisbury St. (01609); (617)756-1543. Pres. Morton H. Sigel; Exec. Dir. Melvin S. Cohen.
MICHIGAN

BAY CITY
*NORTHEASTERN MICHIGAN JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1940); 1100 Center Ave., Apt. 305 (48706); (517)892-2338. Sec. Hanna Hertzgenberg.

DETROIT
JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF DETROIT (1899); (sponsors ALLIED JEWISH CAMPAIGN); Fred M. Butzel Memorial Bldg., 163 Madison (48226); (313)965-3939. Pres. George M. Zeltzer; Exec. Dir. Sol Drachler.

FLINT
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1936); 120 W. Kearsley St. (48502); (313)767-5922; Pres. Ira B. Marder; Exec. Dir. Arnold S. Feder.

GRAND RAPIDS
JEWISH COMMUNITY FUND OF GRAND RAPIDS (1930); 1121 Keneberry Way S.E. (49506); (616)949-5238. Pres. Joseph N. Schwartz; Sec. Mrs. William Deutsch.

KALAMAZOO
KALAMAZOO JEWISH FEDERATION (1949); c/o Congregation of Moses, 2501 Stadium Dr. (49008); (616)349-8396. Pres. Martin Gall.

LANSING
GREATER LANSING JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1939); 319 Hillcrest (48823); (517)351-3197. Pres. Isaac Green; Exec. Dir. Marc Shulman.

SAGINAW
SAGINAW JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1939); 1424 S. Washington Ave. (48607); (517)753-5230. Pres. Norman Rotenberg; Fin. Sec. Mrs. Henry Feldman.

MINNEAPOLIS
JEWISH FEDERATION & COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1937); 1602 E. 2nd St. (55116); (612)956-6215. Pres. Annette Newman; Exec. Dir. Kimball Marsh.

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON
*JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1945); 4135 N. Honeysuckle Lane (39211); (601)351-3197. Drive Chmn. Emanuel Crystal.

VICKSBURG
*JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1936); 1210 Washington St. (39180); (601)636-7531. Pres. Richard Marcus.

MISSOURI

KANSAS CITY
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER KANSAS CITY (1933); 25 E. 12 St. (64106); (816)421-5808. Pres. Albert Goller; Exec. Dir. Sol Koenigsberg.

ST. JOSEPH

ST. LOUIS
JEWISH FEDERATION OF ST. LOUIS (incl. St. Louis County) (1901); 611 Olive St., Suite 1520 (63101); (314)621-8120. Pres. Harry Epstein; V. Pres. David Rabinovitz.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN
LINCOLN JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, Inc. (1931; Inc. 1961); P.O. Box 80014 (68501); (402)435-0230. Pres. Yale Gotsdiner; Exec. Dir. Louis B. Finkelstein.

OMAHA
JEWISH FEDERATION OF OMAHA (1903); 333 S. 132 St. (68154); (402)334-8200. Pres. Mrs. Morris Fellman; Exec. Dir. Louis B. Solomon.

NEVADA

LAS VEGAS
JEWISH FEDERATION OF LAS VEGAS (1973); 1030 E. Twain Ave. (89109); (702)732-0556. Pres. Dorothy Eisenberg; Exec. Dir. Jerry Countess.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

MANCHESTER

Jewish Community Council of Greater Manchester (1913); 698 Beech St. (03104); (603)627-7679. Pres. Irving Singer; Exec. Dir. Joseph Peimer.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC COUNTY

Federation of Jewish Agencies of Atlantic County (1924); 5321 Atlantic Ave., Ventnor City (08406); (609)822-7122. Pres. Morton J. Grossman; Exec. Dir. Murray Schneter.

BAYONNE

Bayonne Jewish Community Council; 1050 Kennedy Blvd. (07002); (201)436-6900. Pres. Hyman Lebowitz; Exec. Dir. Arnold A. Piskin.

BERGEN COUNTY

United Jewish Federation of Bergen County (1953; Inc. 1978); 111 Kinderkamack Rd., River Edge (07661); (201)488-6800. Pres. Sidney Silverstein; Exec. V. Pres. James P. Young.

CENTRAL NEW JERSEY

Jewish Federation of Central New Jersey (sponsors United Jewish Campaign); (1940, expanded 1973 to include Westfield and Plainfield); Green Lane, Union (07083); (201)351-5060. Pres. Sylvia B. Brailove; Exec. V. Pres. Burton Lazarow.

ENGLEWOOD

United Jewish Fund of Englewood and Surrounding Communities (1952); 153 Tenafly Rd. (07673); (201)569-1070. Pres. Sam Lieben; Exec. Dir. George Hantgan.

JERSEY CITY

United Jewish Appeal (1939); 604 Bergen Ave. (07304); (201)433-4200. Chmn. Bernard Kaye; Exec. Dir. Abraham Mintz.

METROPOLITAN NEW JERSEY

Jewish Community Federation (sponsors United Jewish Appeal) (1923); 60 Glenwood Ave., East Orange (07017); (201)-673-6800. Pres. Horace Bier; Exec. V. Pres. Franklin B. Fogelson.

MONMOUTH COUNTY

Jewish Federation of Greater Monmouth County (Formerly Shore Area) (1971); 100 Grant Ave. (07723); (201)531-6200. Pres. Samuel Jaffe; Exec. Dir. Marvin Relkin.

MORRIS COUNTY

United Jewish Federation of Morris-Sussex; 500 Route 10, Ledgewood (07852); (201)584-1850. Pres. Daniel Drench; Exec. Dir. Elliot Cohan.

NORTH JERSEY

Jewish Federation of Northern New Jersey (formerly Jewish Community Council) (1933); (sponsors United Jewish Appeal Drive); 1 Pike Dr., Wayne (07470); (201)-595-0555. Pres. Norman Zelnick; Exec. Dir. Richard Krieger.

NORTHERN MIDDLESEX COUNTY

Jewish Federation of Northern Middlesex County (sponsors United Jewish Appeal) (1975); 100 Menlo Park, Suite 101-102, Edison (08817); (201)494-3920. Pres. Alex Ossad; Exec. Dir. Arthur Eisenstein.

OCEAN COUNTY

Ocean County Jewish Federation; 120 Madison Ave., Lakewood (08701); (201)363-0530. Pres. Lawrence Lehman; Exec. Dir. Marvin Relkin.

PASSAIC-CLIFTON

Jewish Community Council of Passaic-Clifton and Vicinity (1933); (sponsors United Jewish Campaign); 199 Scales Ave. (07012). (201)777-7031. Pres. Benjamin Geller; Exec. Dir. Marden Prau.

RARITAN VALLEY

Jewish Federation of Raritan Valley (1948); 2 South Adelaide Ave., Highland Park (08804); (201)246-1905. Pres. Jacob Krishner; Exec. Dir. Howard Kieval.

SOMERSET COUNTY

Jewish Federation of Somerset County (1960); 11 Park Ave., P.O. Box 874, Somerville (08876); (201)725-2231. Pres. Kenneth Strausfield; Exec. Dir. Burt Shimanovsky.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY

Jewish Federation of Southern New Jersey (incl. Camden and Burlington Counties) (1922); (sponsors Allied Jewish Appeal); 2393 W. Marlton Pike, Cherry Hill (08002); (609)665-6100. Pres. Alan Wechsler; Exec. V. Pres. Bernard Dubin.
TRENTON
Jewish Federation of Greater Trenton (1929); 999 Lower Ferry Rd., P.O. Box 7365 (08628); (609)883-9110. Pres. David Kravitz; Exec. Dir. Mark M. Edell.

VINELAND
Jewish Community Council of Greater Vineland, Inc. (1971); 629 Wood St. (08360); (609)696-4445. Pres. David B. Rosenberg; Exec. Dir. Melvin May.

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
Jewish Community Council of Albuquerque, Inc. (1938); 600 Louisiana Blvd., S.E. (87108); (505)266-5641. Pres. Judy Gardenswartz; Exec. Dir. Allan Kaiser.

NEW YORK
ALBANY
Greater Albany Jewish Federation (1938); (sponsors Jewish Welfare Fund); 19 Colvin Ave. (12206); (518)459-8000. Pres. Marvin A. Freedman; Exec. Dir. Steven F. Windmueller.

BROOME COUNTY
The Jewish Federation of Broome County (1937; Inc. 1958); 500 Clubhouse Rd., Binghamton (13903); (607)724-2332. Pres. Gerald Ansell; Exec. Dir. Stanley Bard.

BUFFALO
Jewish Federation of Greater Buffalo, Inc. (1903); (sponsors United Jewish Fund Campaign); 787 Delaware Ave. (14209); (716)886-7750. Pres. Leonard Rockwarger; Exec. Dir. Morris Rombro.

ELMIRA
Elmira Jewish Welfare Fund, Inc. (1942); P.O. Box 3087, Grandview Rd. (14905); (607)734-8122. Pres. Milton Jacobson; Exec. Dir. Ernest G. Budwig.

POUGHKEEPSIE
*Jewish Welfare Fund-Dutchess County. (1941); 110 Grand Ave. (12603); (914)471-9811. Pres. Ruth Nosonwitz; Exec. Dir. Mark Baron.

ROCHESTER
Jewish Community Federation of Rochester, N.Y., Inc. (1937); 440 Main St. E. (14604); (716)325-3393. Pres. Milton Jacobson; Exec. Dir. Henry M. Rosenbaum.
SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. (1918); P.O. Box 5004, 201 E. Jefferson St. (13201); (315)422-4104. Pres. Leonard S. Goldberg; Exec. Dir. Barry Silverberg.

TROY
TROY JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, INC. (1936); 2500 21 St. (12180); (518)274-0700. Pres. Morris Massry; Exec. Dir. Gertrude Chesman.

UTICA
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF UTICA, N.Y., INC. (1933; Inc. 1950); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF UTICA); 2310 Oneida St. (13501); (315)733-2343. Pres. Sidney Gennis; Exec. Dir. Irving Epstein.

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE
FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF ASHEVILLE, INC., 236 Charlotte St. (28801); (704)-253-0701. Pres. Robert Carr; Exec. Dir. Robert Posner.

CHARLOTTE
CHARLOTTE JEWISH FEDERATION (1940); P.O. Box 220188 (28222); (704)366-0358. Pres. Harry Lemer; Exec. Dir. Marvin Bienstock.

DURHAM CHAPEL HILL
DURHAM CHAPEL HILL FEDERATION OF JEWISH CHARITIES AND COMMUNITY COUNCIL; 3442 Rugby Rd. (27707); (919)-489-2905. Pres. Alva Daffner.

GREENSBORO
GREENSBORO JEWISH FEDERATION (1940); 713A N. Green St. (27401); Pres. Arthur Cassell; Exec. Dir. Sherman Harris.

HIGH POINT
HIGH POINT JEWISH FEDERATION; 1308 Long Creek (27260); (919)431-7101. Campaign Chmn. Harry Samet.

WINSTON-SALEM
WINSTON-SALEM JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL; 710 Lichfield Rd. (27104); (919) 725-7576; Pres. Alan Andler.

OHIO
AKRON
AKRON JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION (1935); 750 White Pond Dr. (44320); (216)-867-7850. Pres. Clifford Isroff; Exec. Dir. Steven Drysdale.

CANTON

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION OF CLEVELAND (1903); 1750 Euclid Ave. (44115); (216)566-9200. Pres. Lawrence H. Williams; Exec. Dir. Stanley B. Horowitz.

COLUMBUS

DAYTON
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER DAYTON (1943); 4501 Denlinger Rd. (45426); (513)854-4150. Pres. Bernard Goldman; Exec. V. Pres. Peter Wells.

LIMA
FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF LIMA DISTRICT (1935); 2417 West Market St. (45805); (419)224-8941. Pres. Morris Goldberg.

STEUBENVILLE
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1938); P.O. Box 472 (43952); (614)282-9031. Pres. Morris Denmark; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Joseph Freedman.

TOLEDO
JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF TOLEDO, INC. (1907; reorg. 1960); 6505 Sylvania Ave., Sylvania (43560); (419)885-4461. Pres. David Katz; Exec. Dir. Alvin S. Levinson.

WARREN
JEWISH FEDERATION (1938); 3893 E. Market St. (44483); Pres. William Lippy.
YOUNGSTOWN
Jewish Federation of Youngstown, Ohio, Inc. (1935); P.O. Box 449 (44501); (216)746-3251. Pres. Bert Tamarkin; Exec. Dir. Stanley Engel.

OKLAHOMA

ARDMORE
Jewish Federation (1934); 23 “B” St., S.W. (73401); Chmn. Ike Fishman.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Jewish Community Council (1941); 2200 N. Classen Blvd., Room 710 (73106); (405)-524-4324. Pres. Marvin Weiss; Exec. Dir. Jay B. Bachrach.

TULSA
Tulsa Jewish Community Council (1938); (sponsors Tulsa United Jewish Campaign); 3314 E. 51 St., Suite T (74135); (918)749-4427. Pres. Jenny Brouse; Exec. Dir. Nathan Loshak.

OREGON

PORTLAND
Jewish Federation of Portland (incl. state of Oregon and adjacent Washington communities) (1920; reorg. 1956); P.O. Box 19407, 6651 S.W. Capitol Highway (97219); Pres. Stanley G. Marcus; Exec. Dir. David Roberts.

PENNSYLVANIA

ALLENTOWN
Jewish Federation of Allentown, Inc. (1938; Inc. 1948); 702 N. 22nd (18104); (215)435-3571. Pres. Arnan Finkelstein; Exec. Dir. Ivan C. Schonfeld.

ALTOONA
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies (1920; reorg. 1940); 1308 17th St. (16601); (814)944-4072. Pres. Ira B. Kron.

BUTLER
Butler Jewish Welfare Fund (incl. Butler County) (1938); P.O. Box 992 (16001); (412)283-4500. Pres. Robert Brown; Sec. Maurice Horwitz.

EASTON
Jewish Community Council of Easton, Pa. and Vicinity (1939); (sponsors Allied Welfare Appeal); 16th and Bushkill Sts. (18042); Pres. Eugene Goldman.

ERIE
Jewish Community Council of Erie (1946); 32 W. 8th St., Suite 512 (16501); (814)455-4474. Pres. Herbert Appletree; Exec. Dir. Mrs. Stefan Berger.

HARRISBURG
United Jewish Community of Greater Harrisburg (1933); 100 Vaughan St. (17110); (717)236-9555. Pres. Jay Maisel; Exec. Dir. Albert Hursh.

HAZELTON
Jewish Community Council (1960); Laurel & Hemlock Sts. (18201); (717)454-3528. Pres. Herbert Schultz; Exec. Dir. Steven Wendell.

JOHNSTOWN
United Jewish Federation of Johnstown (1938); 1334 Luzerne St. (15905); (814)255-1447. Pres. Isadore Glasser.

LANCASTER
United Jewish Community Council of Lancaster, Pa., Inc. (1928); 2120 Oregon Pike (17601); (717)569-7352. Pres. Norman Axelrod; Exec. Dir. Lawrence Pallas.

LEVITTOWN
Jewish Federation of Lower Bucks County (1956; Inc. 1957); One Oxford Valley, Suite 602, Langhorne (19047); (215)757-0250. Pres. Arthur M. Abramsohn; Exec. Dir. Elliot Gershenson.

NEW CASTLE

NORRISTOWN
Jewish Community Center (serving Central Montgomery County) (1936); Brown and Powell Sts. (19401); (215)275-8797. Pres. Mark Hite; Exec. Dir. Harold M. Kamsler.

PHILADELPHIA
Federation of Jewish Agencies of Greater Philadelphia (1901; reorg. 1956); 226 South 16 St. (19102); (215)893-5600. Pres. Ronald Rubin; Exec. Dir. Robert Forman.

PITTSBURGH
POTTsville
United Jewish Charities (1935); 2300 Mahantongo St. (17901); (717)622-5890. Chmn. Henry Gilbert; Exec. Sec. Gertrude Perkins.

READING
Jewish Federation of Reading, Pa., Inc. (1935); (sponsors United Jewish Campaign); 1700 City Line St. (19604); (215)921-2766. Pres. Gerald Goodman; Exec. Dir. Roy Stupper.

SCRANTON
Scranton-Lackawanna Jewish Council (incl. Lackawanna County) (1945); 601 Jefferson Ave. (18510); (717)961-2300. Pres. Mrs. Seymour Bachman; Exec. Dir. Seymour Brotman.

SHARON
Shenango Valley Jewish Federation (1940); 840 Highland Rd. (16146); (412)346-4754. Pres. Leon Bolotin; Treas. Irwin Yanowitz.

UNIONTOWN
United Jewish Federation (1939); 406 W. Main St. (15401), c/o Jewish Community Center; (412)438-4681. Pres. Harold Cohen; Sec. Morris H. Samuels.

WILKES-BARRE
Jewish Federation of Greater Wilkes-Barre (1935); (sponsors United Jewish Appeal); 60 S. River St. (18701); (717)824-4646. Pres. William Smulowitz; Exec. Dir. Monty Pomm.

YORK
York Council of Jewish Charities, Inc.; 120 E. Market St. (17401); (717)843-0918. Pres. Tim Grumbacher; Exec. Dir. Alan Dameshek.

RHODE ISLAND
 PROVIDENCE
Jewish Federation of Rhode Island (1945); 130 Sessions St. (02906); (401)421-4111. Pres. Marvin S. Holland; Exec. Dir. Sanford Lupowitz.

SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON
Jewish Welfare Fund (1949); 1645 Millbrook Dr. (29407); P.O. Box 31298; (803)571-6365. Pres. Stanley Wright; Exec. Dir. Nathan Shulman.

COLUMBIA

SOUTH DAKOTA
SIoux FALLS

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
ChaTTANOOGA Jewish Welfare Federation (1931); 5326 Lynnland Terrace (37411); (615)894-1317. Pres. Paul Lefkoff; Exec. Dir. Alan J. Hersh.

KNOXVILLE
Jewish Welfare Fund, Inc. (1939); 6800 Deane Hill Dr., P.O. Box 10882 (37919); (615)690-6343. Pres. Bernard Silverstein; Exec. Dir. Mike Pousman.

MEMPHIS
Jewish Service Agency (incl. Shelby County) (1864; Inc. 1906); 6560 Poplar Ave., P. O. Box 38268 (38138); (901)767-5161. Pres. Jerrold Graber; Exec. Dir. Jack Lieberman.

MEMPHIS Jewish Federation (incl. Shelby County) (1934); 6560 Poplar Ave., P. O. Box 38268 (38138); (901)767-5161. Pres. Samuel Weintraub; Exec. Dir. Howard Weisband.

NASHVILLE
Jewish Federation of Nashville & Middle Tennessee (1936); 3500 West End Ave. (37205); (615)269-0729. Pres. Herman Kaplan; Exec. Dir. Arthur Landa.

TEXAS
AUSTIN
Jewish Community Council of Austin (1939; reorg. 1956); 5758 Balcones Dr., Suite 104 (78759); (512)451-6435. Pres. Richard Karotkin; Exec. Dir. Charles P. Epstein.

BEAUMONT
Beaumont Jewish Federation of Texas, Inc. (Org. and Inc. 1967); P. O. Box 1981 (77704); (713)833-5427. Pres. Edwin Gale; Dir. Isadore Harris.
CORPUS CHRISTI
CORPUS CHRISTI JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1953); 750 Everhart Rd. (78411); (512)855-6239. Pres. Madelyn Loeb; Exec. Dir. Lillian Racusin.
COMBINED JEWISH APPEAL OF CORPUS CHRISTI (1962); 750 Everhart Rd. (78411); (512)855-6239. Pres. Jule Pels; Exec. Dir. Lillian Racusin.

DALLAS
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER DALLAS (1911); 7800 Northaven Rd., Suite A (75230); (214)369-3313. Pres. Everett M. Rosenberg; Exec. Dir. Morris A. Stein.

EL PASO
JEWISH FEDERATION OF EL PASO, INC. (incl. surrounding communities) (1939); 405 Mardi Gras, P. O. Box 12097 (79912); (915)584-4437. Pres. Aaron Wechter; Exec. Dir. Howard Burnham.

FORT WORTH
JEWISH FEDERATION OF FORT WORTH (1936); 6801 Granbury Rd. (76133); (817)292-3081. Pres. Hortense Deifik; Exec. Dir. Norman A. Mogul.

GALVESTON
GALVESTON COUNTY JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL & WELFARE ASSOCIATION (1936); P. O. Box 146 (77553); (713)938-7143. Pres. Morten Deifik; Exec. Dir. Norman A. Mogul.

HOUSTON
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER HOUSTON, INC. (incl. neighboring communities) (1937); 5601 S. Braeswood Blvd. (77096); (713)729-7000. Pres. Joel Spira; Exec. Dir. Hans Mayer.

SAN ANTONIO
JEWISH FEDERATION OF SAN ANTONIO (incl. Bexar County) (1922); 8434 Avern Dr. (78216); (512)341-8234. Pres. Oscar Ehrenberg; Exec. Dir. Saul Silverman.

TYLER
*FEDERATION OF JEWISH WELFARE FUNDS (1938); P. O. Box 934 (75710); Pres. Ralph Davis.

WACO
JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL OF WACO (1949); P. O. Box 8031 (76710); (817)776-3740. Pres. Mark Wolf; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Maurice Labens.

SALT LAKE CITY
UNITED JEWISH COUNCIL AND SALT LAKE JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1936); 2416 E. 1700 South (84108); (801)581-0098. Pres. Ralph Tannenbaum; Exec. Dir. Bernard Solomon.

UTAH

VIRGINIA
NEWPORT NEWS
JEWISH FEDERATION OF NEWPORT NEWS —HAMPTON, INC. (1942); 2700 Spring Rd. (23606); P. O. Box 6680; (804)595-5544. Pres. Robert O. Copeland; Exec. Dir. A. Robert Gast.

NORFOLK
UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. OF NORFOLK AND VIRGINIA BEACH, VA. (1937); 7300 Newport Ave., P. O. Box 9776 (23505); (804)489-8040. Pres. Vann H. Lefcoe; Exec. Dir. Jeremy S. Neimand.

PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1919); Rm. 430, Dominion Nat’l Bank Bldg. (23704); (804)393-2557. Pres. Ralph Tannenbaum; Exec. Dir. Bernard Solomon.

RICHMOND
JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION OF RICHMOND, INC. (1935); 5403 Monument Ave., P. O. Box 8237 (23226); (804)288-0045. Pres. J.Y. Plotkin; Exec. Dir. Stephen M. Abramson.

ROANOKE

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE
JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER SEATTLE (incl. King County, Everett and Bremerton) (1926); Suite 525, Securities Bldg. (98101); (206)622-8211. Pres. Samuel N. Stroum; Exec. Dir. Murray Shiff.

SPOKANE
*JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF SPOKANE (incl. Spokane County) (1927); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH FUND) (1936); 401 Paulsen Bldg. (99021); (509)383-2949. Pres. Samuel Huppin; Sec. Robert N. Arick.
WEST VIRGINIA

CHARLESTON
Federated Jewish Charities of Charleston, Inc. (1937); P. O. Box 1613 (25326); (304)342-6459. Pres. Robert Levine; Exec. Sec. Charles Cohen.

HUNTINGTON
Federated Jewish Charities (1939); P. O. Box 947 (25713); (304)523-9326. Pres. William H. Glick; Sec. Andrew Katz.

WHEELING
United Jewish Federation of Ohio Valley, Inc. (1933); 20 Hawthorne Court (26003); Pres. Harold Saferstein.

WISCONSIN

APPLETON
United Jewish Charities of Appleton (1963); 3131 N. Meade St. (54911); (414)-733-1848. Co-Chmn. Arnold Cohodas and Dov Edelstein; Treas. Mrs. Harold Rusky.

GREEN BAY
Green Bay Jewish Welfare Fund; P. O. Box 335 (54305); Pres. Stuart Milson; Treas. Herman J. Robitsek.

CANADA

ALBERTA

CALGARY
Calgary Jewish Community Council (1962); 1607 90th Ave. S.W. (T2V 4V7); (403)263-5650. Pres. Frank Kettner; Exec. Dir. Harry S. Shatz.

EDMONTON
Edmonton Jewish Community Council, Inc. (1954; Inc. 1965); 7200-156 St. (T5R 1X3); (403)487-5120. Pres. David Grossman; Exec. Dir. Gerald Rubin.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER
*Jewish Community Fund & Council of Vancouver (1932); 950 W. 41 Ave. (V5Z 2N7); (604)261-8101. Pres. Irvine E. Epstein; Exec. Dir. Morris Saltzman.

MANITOBA

WINNIPEG
Winnipeg Jewish Community Council (incl. Combined Jewish Appeal of Winnipeg) (org. 1938; reorg. 1973); 370 Hargrave St. (R3B 2K1); (204)943-0406. Pres. Marjorie Blankstein; Exec. Dir. Izzy Peltz.

ONTARIO

HAMILTON
Hamilton Jewish Federation (incl. United Jewish Welfare Fund) (org. 1934; merged 1971); 57 Delaware Ave. (L8M 1T6); (416)528-8570. Pres. Bernard Greenbaum; Exec. Dir. Samuel Soifer.

LONDON
*London Jewish Community Council (1932); 532 Huron St. (24), (N5Y 4J5); (519)-433-2201. Pres. Ralph Brooke; Exec. Dir. Sidney Indig.

OTTAWA
Jewish Community Council of Ottawa (1934); 151 Chapel St. (K1N 7Y2); (613)-232-7306. Pres. Gilbert Greenberg; Exec. V. Pres. Sol B. Shinder.
ST. CATHARINES
*United Jewish Welfare Fund of St. Catharines; c/o Jewish Community Centre, Church St.; Pres. Jack Silverstein; Sec. Syd Goldford.

TORONTO
Toronto Jewish Congress (1937); 150 Beverley St. (M5T 1Y6); (416)869-3811. Pres. Rose Wolfe; Exec. V. Pres. Irwin Gold.

WINDSOR
Jewish Community Council (1938); 1641 Ouellette Ave. (N8X 1K9); (519)254-7558. Pres. Bernard Putterman; Exec. Dir. Joseph Eisenberg.

QUEBEC

MONTREAL
Allied Jewish Community Services (merger of Federation of Jewish Community Services and Combined Jewish Appeal) (1965); 5151 Cote St. Catherine Rd. (H3W 1M6); (514)735-3541. Pres. Irving J. Halperin; Exec. V. Pres. Manuel G. Batshaw.
Jewish Periodicals

UNITED STATES

ALABAMA


ARIZONA


CALIFORNIA


HERITAGE-SOUTHWEST JEWISH PRESS (1954). 2130 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, 90007. Weekly. Dan Brin. (Also SAN DIEGO JEWISH PRESS-HERITAGE, San Diego [weekly]; CENTRAL CALIFORNIA JEWISH HERITAGE, Sacramento and Fresno area [monthly]; ORANGE COUNTY JEWISH HERITAGE, Orange County area [weekly].)


COLORADO


'The information in this directory is based on replies to questionnaires circulated by the editors. Inclusion does not necessarily imply approval of the periodicals by the publishers of the AJYB. For organizational bulletins, see the directory of Jewish organizations.
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JEWISH TRANSCRIPT (1924). Securities Building, Rm. 929, Seattle, 98101. (206)-

**WISCONSIN**


**NEWS SYNDICATES**


**CANADA**


Necrology: United States


EPSTEIN, MELECH (Micael), editor, author; b. Rouzhany, Russia, (?), 1889; d. Miami Beach, Fla., July (?), 1979; in U.S. since 1913; Jewish Morning Freiheit: co-founder, 1922; editor, 1924–29; co-editor, Hammar magazine, 1925–29; mem. natl. exec. com., Icor; mem.: Amer. Communist party, 1913–39; Proletpen; Newspaper Guild; author: numerous articles for Jewish Daily Forward; five books in English (including one on labor movement); Soviet Union (Yiddish; 1932); History of American Working Class (Yiddish; 1935).

program for the literacy of women in Israel established in her memory.

FORMAN, CELIA ADLER, actress, author; b. N.Y.C., Dec. 8, 1899; d. N.Y.C., Feb. 1, 1979; leading lady, Morris Morrison’s Co., 1913; co-founder, Yiddish Art Theater, N.Y.C., 1918; appeared in: Eternal Wanderer, 1914; A String of Pearls, 1915; Merchant of Venice, 1916; The Blacksmith’s Daughter, 1919; Green Fields, 1920; The Idle Inn, 1920; The Treasure, 1920; The Dybbuk, 1921; Stempenu, 1927–28; Mrs. Warren’s Profession, 1928; Othello, 1928; A Doll’s House, 1928; A Flag is Born, 1946; Naked City (motion picture), 1946; toured in one-woman show, 1935; mem.: Hebrew Actors Union; Yiddish Theatrical Alliance; Screen Actors Guild; Amer. Fed. of Television and Radio Artists; Pioneer Women; author: skits; monologues; The Yiddish Theater in America, 2 vols. (1960).


HOENIG, SIDNEY B., educator, author, rabbi; b. N.Y.C., Apr. 6, 1907; d. N.Y.C., Dec. 9, 1979; Yeshiva U.: prof., 1934–77; chmn., Dept. of Jewish Studies, 1952; former Dean Pinkhos Churgin Prof. of Jewish History; dean, Bernard Revel Grad.
Yeshiva U.; Bar-Ilan U.; Ben-Gurion U. of the Negev; benefactor: Shiloah Inst. of Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv U.; Hebrew Academy of Nassau County; Jewish Theological Seminary; Merrick Jewish Center, N.Y.; Torah Umesorah Natl. Soc. for Hebrew Day Schools; building chmn., Amer. Friends of Boys Town Jerusalem; adv., Synagogue Council of Amer.; mem. exec. com., Natl. Campaign Cabinet, UJA; bd. mem.: United Israel Appeal; Amer. Jewish Joint Distribution Com.; former chmn., Queens Div., Israel Bond Org.; v. pres., Jewish Fed. of South Broward, Fla.; established Hornstein Fellowship, Jewish Theological Seminary; recipient, hon. DSc, Hofstra U., NY., 1967; Moses Hornstein Campus, Hebrew Academy of Nassau County named in his honor.


LANDAU, SAMUEL DAVID (LEV), artist, author; b. Warsaw, Poland, Apr. 17, 1895; d. N.Y.C., Jan. 7, 1979; in U.S. since 1909; showings at: ACA Gallery, N.Y.; Gerelick
LEVISON, STANLEY D., attorney, business exec., communal leader; b. N.Y.C., May 2, 1912; d. N.Y.C., Sept. 13, 1979; attorney, N.Y.C., since 1938; U.S. Coast Guard, WWII; Ford dealer; real estate investor; adv. to: Martin Luther King, Jr., Southern Christian Leadership Conf., 1960's; Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Social Change; active, Natl. Union of Hosp. & Health Care Employees, AFL-CIO; former natl. v. pres., Amer. Jewish Cong.

LIPSON, ROBERT, communal leader; b. (?), U.S.; ?, 1915; d. Nahariya, Israel, Sept. 11, 1979; B'nai B'rith Internatl.: mem. bd. govs.; exec. dir., District 3; insurance dir.; past pres., Hillside Lodge; past pres., Northern N.J. Council; district life delegate, Youth Org. Commission; recipient: 1977 Israel Award, for dedication to Israel and creative Jewish life; 1979 Golden Key Award, B'nai B'rith Youth Org.


MICHAEL, JAKOB, industrialist, philanthropist; b. Frankfurt, Germany, Feb. 28, 1894; d. N.Y.C., Sept. 7, 1979; in U.S. since 1939; employee: Beer, Sondheimer & Co., Frankfurt, 1910-13; E.J. Michael & Co. Radium & Uranium, Frankfurt, 1913; served, Ger-


1935); several books in Yiddish, 1934-48; *Judaism in America* (Yiddish; 1958).


**RODGERS, RICHARD**, composer, producer, philanthropist; b. N.Y.C., June 28, 1902; d. N.Y.C., Dec. 30, 1979; composer: over 1,500 songs; a ballet; a nightclub revue; eight film scores; television scores; 42 Broadway musicals (including *Oklahoma!, Carousel, South Pacific, The King and I*, and *The Sound of Music*) with Lorenz Hart, 1918-42, and with Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, 1943-60; builder, recreation center and theater, Mount Morris Park, Harlem, N.Y., 1970; established scholarships: Juilliard School of Music; Amer. Theater Wing; Amer. Academy of Dramatic Art; donated $1 million to finance new musical productions, N.Y., 1978; mem. bd. dirs.: ASCAP; Juilliard School of Music; trustee: Barnard Coll.; N.Y. Philharmonic; Actors' Fund of Amer.; past dir.: Amer. Theater Wing; John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; Natl. Council on the Arts; Dramatists Guild; pres.: N.Y. Music Theater; Lincoln Center; past pres., Natl. Inst. of Arts and Letters; Natl. Assn. for Amer. Composers and Conductors; mem., Authors League of Amer.; recipient: special Pulitzer award, 1944; Motion Picture Academy Award (Oscar), 1945; Donaldson Awards, 1945, 1948, 1949, 1952; medal of excellence, Columbia U., 1949; hon. LLD, Drury Coll., Mo., 1949; Pulitzer Prize, Drama, 1950; Antoinette Perry Awards (Tony Awards), 1950, 1952, 1960, 1962; gold medal,


Schnitzer, Henriette, Yiddish actress; b. (?), Rumania, (?), 1895; d. Miami Beach, Fla., May 4, 1979; in U.S. since early 1900's; performed: in Rumania since age 8; with the Jewish Art Theater, N.Y.C., since 1918; with her own co., touring U.S. and Europe; on “The Goldbergs” radio program, for 15 years; on her own radio show, WEVD, 1940's and 1950's; on television; in such plays as Awake and Sing, Green Fields, and The Bronx Express.


residence center, Boys Town Jerusalem; auditorium, Central Synagogue, N.Y.C.


SOROTZKIN, BORUCH, rabbi, educator, communal leader; b. Zdziencol, Poland, Jan. 23, 1918; d. Brooklyn, N.Y., Feb. 10, 1979; in U.S. since 1942; rabbi, Rabbinical Coll., Telshe Yeshiva, Lithuania, 1941; Rabbinical Coll. of Telshe, Cleveland, Ohio: assisted in the rebuilding, 1942; prof. of Talmud, since 1942; dean, since 1954; v. chmn., bd. of ed., Hebrew Academy of Cleveland, since 1953; chmn., bd. of ed., Yeshiva Adath Bnei Israel, Cleveland, since 1956; sec., Rabbinical Administrative Bd., Torah Umesorah; mem.: Council of Torah Sages; presidium, Agudath Israel; presidium, Chinuch Atzmai, Torah Schools Network, Israel; publisher, editor, Shiurei Rabbeinu Hagrai Mitzel (1951).


WALKIN, SAMUEL, rabbi, communal leader; b. Grusd, Russia, June 1, 1908; d. NYC, Aug. 25, 1979; in U.S. since 1947; chief rabbi, Refugee Community, Shanghai, China, WWII; arranged emigration papers for thousands of Jewish refugees, WWII; chief rabbi, Congregation Beth Aaron, Kew Gardens, N.Y.; pres.: Poalei Agudas Yisroel; Pinsker Soc, 1947-79; v. pres., Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the U.S. and Canada; founder, Yeshiva Bais Aaron, Queens, N.Y.; recipient, Israel Bonds Service Award, 1957.

WEISBERG, PHILIP P., business exec., philanthropist; b. Sandusky, Ohio, Jan. 21, 1897; d. N.Y.C., Sept. 15, 1979; a founder: Abilities, Inc., to promote employment of the handicapped; natl. fraternity Phi Sigma Delta; a founder, chmn. building com., past v. pres., trustee, Long Island Jewish-Hillside Medical Center, 1953-79; former trustee, Fed. of Jewish Philanthropies; supporter, Soc. for the Advancement of Judaism.

WERNER, ALFRED, editor, author, educator; b. Vienna, Austria, March 30, 1911; d. N.Y.C., July 14, 1979; in U.S. since 1940; editor, Die Stimme und Gerechtigkeit. Vienna, 1935-36; assoc., Office of War Information, 1943; editor, Little Book art series, 1948-49; contributing editor, Arts Magazine, since 1954; lecturer, School of Gen. Studies, CCNY, 1955-58; visiting prof., art history, Rutgers U., 1973-75; correspondent, Pantheon International magazine; lit. editor, Judische Kulturstelle, Vienna, 1936-38; editor, Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, 1942-45; assoc. editor, Chicago Jewish Forum, 1943-60; survey reporter, Office of Jewish Information, Amer. Jewish Cong., 1953; lecturer, Theodore Herzl Inst.; art editor, Encyclopedia Judaica, 1970-72; author: articles and reviews in N.Y. Times, Kenyon Review, Commentary, various art journals; column, Jewish Telegraphic Agency; Gebet aus der Tiefe, poems (1935); Der Blick Nach Innen, poems (1936); Richard Beer-Hoffman (1936); Alexander Watin und Die Judische Volkskunst (1937); Utrillo (1952); Dufy (1953,1973); Rousseau (1957); Modigliani (1962); Pascin (1962); Barlach (1966); Chagall (1968); Degas Pastels (1969); George Innes (1973); Max Weber (1975); Soutine; Munch.


YAVNEH, ZALMON, cantor, composer, communal leader; b. Osipovichi, Russia, Oct. 18, 1904; d. South Fallsburg, N.Y., May 28, 1979; in U.S. since 1922; cantor, cantor emeritus, West Side Institutional Synagogue, N.Y.C., 1926-79; Jewish Ministers Cantors Assn. of Amer. and Canada: pres., 1958; hon. pres. for life, 1962; guest, radio programs; active in charitable visits to penal insts., hosps., and homes for the aged; recordings: "Yavneh—The N'Shomo Cantor" (1960); "Cantor Zalmon Yavneh in Concert" (1964); composer, several volumes of liturgical music; recipient: award for meritorious service and dedication to Judaism, Jewish War Veterans, 1946; award for meritorious service, interest, and dedication, Sing Sing Prison, 1950; hon. cantor certification, Hebrew Union
School of Sacred Music, 1953; award for 50 years of dedicated service to the ministry, Jewish Ministers Cantors Assn., 1976; award for 50 years of exceptional service, West Side Institutional Synagogue, 1976.